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ABSTRACT

There have been many changes in land management policies of the National
Forest system over the past 100 years. Changes in policy related to law, population
growth and economics directly cause changes in land cover. Global land cover changes
are occurring at such a pace and magnitude that they are affecting Earth system
functioning (Lambin et al., 2001). The analysis of land cover changes plays a key role in
understanding several environmental phenomena, resulting in a need for objective and
comparable land cover maps (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Advances in remote sensing and
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have modernized land-use analysis but this
technology has traditionally ignored historical black and white aerial photography
(Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). The objective of this thesis is to show that remote
sensing and GIS can provide evidence of major changes in land use policies by using
historical aerial images. The goal is to develop new techniques that will allow the use of
these images and will widen the usefulness of GIS for environmental scientists interested
in land cover change over the last 50-100 years. The research applies object base image
analysis (OBIA) to four study sites that display physical evidence of different
management strategies using the images collected over a 70 year time span. This project
presents a semi-automatic object oriented method that will allow the analysis of
landscape change by comparing historical aerial photographs with 2010 orthoimagery.
The OBIA method provides many advantages over traditional classification methods by
creating a standardized rule set that provides efficient segmentation, classification and
creation of land cover maps for a large dataset of 29 diverse images.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This project began from the discovery, at Gainesville State College, of 279
images taken in 1938 of the Chattahoochee and Sumter National Forests. They were
uncovered during a search for information to clarify Forest Service (FS) boundaries.
These images had been placed in several envelopes because their location in the forest
could not be determined. After looking through these it was apparent that they offered
valuable land change information. This information would easily be lost if they were not
organized and georectified. This project is intended to preserve historical data and show
that these images can offer an understanding of land changes resulting from land
management policies.
There have been many changes in land management policies of the National
Forest system over the past 100 years. Changes in policy are related to law, population
growth and economics that directly cause changes in land cover. The global land cover
changes occurring currently are at such a pace and magnitude that they are affecting
Earth system functioning (Lambin et al., 2001). The analyses of land cover changes play
a key role in understanding several environmental phenomena, resulting in a need for
objective and comparable land cover maps (Gennaretti et al., 2011).
Advances in remote sensing and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) have
modernized land-use analysis but this technology has traditionally ignored black and
white aerial photography (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). During World War II it
was realized how important aerial photo-reconnaissance could be in identifying invading
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military troops (Jenson, 2007). The collection of aerial photography by aircraft
continued but as technology advanced imagery collected by satellite became popular in
the 1960’s and 1970’s (Jenson, 2007). Even though imagery is still collected by aircraft
today the technological advancements in the collection of satellite imagery offers an
unprecedented view of land cover. Since these historical aerial images are the only
dataset that offers an opportunity for long term analysis the development of an effective
and efficient method to utilize this data source is necessary (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer,
1998).
The objective of this thesis is to show that remote sensing and GIS can provide
evidence of major changes in land use policies by using historical aerial images. The goal
is to develop new techniques that will allow the use of these images and widen the
usefulness of GIS for environmental scientists interested in land cover change over the
last 50-100 years. This analysis uses four study sites that display physical evidence of
different management strategies, providing an understanding of how these strategies
affected the land over a 70 year time span. The represented strategies are management by
a private corporation, management for timber production, management of a major land
cover change, and management of a wilderness area. For these four study sites, land
cover maps will be produced for each represented decade and a land change analysis will
be completed.

To understand the land cover changes that have occurred due to policy changes,
scientific research will be supplemented with a history of national forest policy and the
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particular forests in which the study sites are located. The system of national forests that
are scattered across the United States today consist of 20 national grasslands, 155 forests
and 222 research and experimental forests (History & Culture, 2012). These areas
provide a cross section of extremely varied ecosystems that include vast regions of
prairie, sagebrush and trees covering over 192 million acres of public land (History &
Culture, 2012; Brower, 1997). They have their origins in 1876, when concern over the
abuse of the natural resources occurring during logging, mining, homesteading and
grazing forced the federal government to consider a strategy that was focused on
conservation and to initiate land purchases (Williams, 2005). The federal government
shifted its role from giving away or selling the public domain to protecting and managing
public forest lands for future generations. There were many administrative decisions that
needed to be made over the years to create the National Forest system we have today.
These decisions led to many great successes and some public trust failures (Williams,
2005; Brower, 1997).
Included in these vast areas of land that are being preserved for future generations
is the Chattahoochee National Forest in north Georgia. These lands were once abused
and overused by hydraulic mining, logging, wildfires and over-grazing. The Forest
Service purchased 30,000 acres in this area in 1911 for $7 per acre, consisting mostly of
abandoned homesteads and farm lands. It was considered part of the Nantahala and
Cherokee National Forests until 1936 when it was declared as a separate National Forest
(History & Culture, 2012). The Chattahoochee National Forest covers 866,933 acres in
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26 counties and contains ten designated Wilderness areas that cover 117,837 acres
(History & Culture, 2012).
Three study sites are in the Chattahoochee National Forest and one is in the
Sumter National Forest, which is also a landscape that was degraded by logging and
destructive burning practices. The Sumter National Forest has three ranger districts
(Enoree, Long Cane and Andrew Pickens) that do not share contiguous borders. The
lands that became the Andrew Pickens district were purchased in 1914 and were once
called the Savannah Purchase Unit administered by the Nantahala National Forest. In
1936 the Sumter National Forest was established and currently contains approximately
371,000 acres with the Andrew Pickens Ranger District containing over 85,000 of those
acres (Forest Service, 2012).
Analysis of the changes that have occurred in land cover due to policy and
management strategies is necessary to develop long range goals in areas such as
environmental monitoring, regional land use planning, water resource protection and
biodiversity conservation (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Historical data sets of imagery offer
the best representation of the changes that have occurred since the beginning of the 20th
century. Newly created techniques of analyzing these images can widen the usefulness of
GIS for a variety of disciplines.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW

The electromagnetic energy that is reflected from the surface of the earth can be
recorded by a variety of remote sensing systems but despite the importance of satellites
aerial photographs still play an important role (Jenson, 2007). Since the first series of
overlapping aerial photographs were obtained in 1858 by the Parisian photographer
Gaspard-Félix Tournachon, also known as Nadar, using a balloon gondola, the field of
aerial photography has never stopped growing (Jenson, 2007; Gennaretti et al., 2011).
Systems evolved from balloons, kites, pigeons and parachutes to more precise and
predictable aircraft and satellites (Jenson, 2007). Since the first image that was collected
by the Corona orbital satellite was not obtained until 1960, aerial photographs can extend
the available landscape dynamics dataset 30 to 50 years (Jenson, 2007; Gennaretti et al.,
2011).
Before the advent of GIS, these historical aerial photograph datasets were
accepted as a valuable source of information regarding the study of landscape dynamics
(Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). Traditionally, landscape characteristics were
manually delineated from aerial photographs by visually recognizing the boundaries that
separated one land cover unit from another (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). This
method proved to be extremely time consuming, could produce subjective results and
usually limited the size of the study area. Newer methods involving digital image
processing were developed for satellite images to produce thematic maps that can
represent past and present landscape conditions (Gennaretti et al., 2011). However, the
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excitement over multispectral satellite images led to the neglect of older grayscale aerial
photographs. Before using aerial photographs it is necessary to correct the inherent
distortion that occurs during acquisition (Gennaretti et al., 2011). The necessary metric
and tonal correction can be completed by orthorectification and radiometric adjustment
(Gennaretti et al., 2011). Because the processing of these data uses a pixel oriented
method it works best with multiband imagery. Images such as historical aerial
photographs are challenging because their spectral information is single band or
grayscale (Gennaretti et al., 2011; Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). As a result of such
a limitation, this valuable resource was neglected until the late 1990’s (Kadmon &
Harari-Kremer, 1998).
Recent technical advances in Geographic Information Science (GIS) and in
computer processing capabilities have led to a new interest in using grayscale aerial
photographs. A few pioneering studies have been able to map complex environments
more effectively utilizing historical imagery (Burnett, 2003; Kadmon & Harari-Kremer,
1998; McDermid et al., 2008; Zomeni et al., 2008).
One of the earliest digital image processing methods to evaluate aerial
photographs was used in a study by Kadmon and Harari-Kremer (1998). This study
utilized black and white images from 1960 and 1992 that were scanned at high resolution
then orthorectified using INTEGRAPH ISIS software. Once rectified the images were
imported into Erdas Imagine 8.1 to correct the differences in brightness using
empirically-derived correction equations based on linear regressions (Kadmon & HarariKremer, 1998). Using Imagine 8.1 the images were then classified into three vegetation
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classes using a supervised classification approach. Once classified, vegetation maps
were created and verified with previously collected field data (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer,
1998). The analysis of the results not only examined changes in vegetation over time but
also compared the accuracy between manual and digital extraction of data. They
concluded that digital processing of vegetation data retrieved from historical aerial
photographs was more objective and could be completed with a combination of spatial
extent and spatial resolution that was not possible with manual interpretation (Kadmon &
Harari-Kremer, 1998). They did caution that each step in the analysis had some type of
limitation that could introduce errors that need to be taken in account when the final
analysis was completed (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998).
A newer object oriented technique has become a more effective approach to
extract land use and land cover information from various forms of imagery (Gennaretti et
al., 2011). This segmentation method allows the extraction of objects (vectorial
polygons) by analyzing spectral signature, shape, texture and position to mark off areas
that are homogeneous (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Unlike the traditional supervised
classification method, object based analysis allows the user the opportunity to use
customized rule sets to extract desired information. A 2011 study by Gennaretti et al.
utilized this method on aerial photographs from 1954 and 1999 to develop land cover
maps and perform a land cover change analysis. In their analysis the first steps were to
orthorectify the aerial images and perform radiometric corrections with Erdas Imagine’s
OrthoGASE pro module (Gennaretti et al., 2011). This was to insure that the images
were geometrically correct and to also remove tone and contrast differences between
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images (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Their images also required mosaicking to remove image
overlap due to the large size of the study area. The next step was to create land cover
maps using a combination of segmentation algorithms found in Definiens Developer 7.0
software (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Once the segmentation was completed, the images
required user interpretation to assign the appropriate land cover class, which was
necessary and challenging for the1954 image due to the low spatial resolution and
unvarying grayscale (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Once the land cover maps were complete
then a land cover change analysis could be accomplished utilizing Arcview’s Change
Detection tool. They determined that radiometric correction allowed for a quantitative
assessment of the two images and the segmentation algorithms quickly produced high
quality land cover maps (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Quantitative assessment of the
radiometric correction, the segmentation set up and the errors in change detection were
necessary to insure accuracy and to achieve more consistent result evaluations
(Gennaretti et al., 2011).
Another study that utilized an object oriented image analysis method and manual
classification was published by Zomeni et al. (2008). Their study utilized black and
white aerial photographs from 1945, 1969 and 1995 to evaluate landscape changes in
rural areas of Greece. Similar to the previous study the images were rectified and
classified using eCognition Software 3.0 into six land cover classes (Zomeni et al., 2008).
The resulting land cover maps were verified using data collected in the field and
vegetation ortho-photomaps taken in 1980. It was concluded that landscape
transformations could provide useful evidence to the theory of agricultural change.
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Understanding these changes is essential for the management of rural landscapes and the
development of regional planning (Zomeni et al., 2008).
The challenges and limitations of these object based methods are discussed in a
study published by McDermid et al.in 2208. Their study utilized Landsat Thematic
Mapper and Enhanced Thematic Mapper plus imagery from 1998 to 2005 (McDermid et
al., 2008). Binary change masks were created by a thresholding method that has been
effective for detecting multiple disturbance agents in forested locations. The spectral and
topographic values within the change areas were introduced into the Definiens
Professional 5.0 software for further processing and segmentation (McDermid et al.,
2008). These images were then classified into four disturbance categories using logical
decision rule sets and then using ArcMap 9.2 transformed into land cover classes. This
land cover class data was mosaicked to produce annual update layers that were then
overlaid onto the coregistered 2003 base land cover map to generate land cover maps for
each year of interest (McDermid et al., 2008). The change features were evaluated at two
separate levels: change identification (ability of algorithm to recognize change) and
change labeling accuracy. It was determined that the thematic performance of the
procedure was efficient with 100% accuracy of identification and 93% accuracy of
labeling but there were significant spatial errors created. The spatial differences in the
boundary delineation of the ground features from the base and change layers were
displayed as slivers in the final map and finished map products. These slivers
represented 3% to 5% of the total reference change area or 63% to 72% of the total
reference changed objects (McDermid et al., 2008). These spatial delineation
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mismatches produced by automated segmentation algorithms working with multiple input
images are difficult to correct and processing strategies must be implemented during
processing and post-processing to eliminate as many slivers as possible. If proper
strategies are developed in the object based environments then spatially correct and
consistent map products will be produced that can be used for reliable landscape
monitoring (McDermid et al., 2008).
The algorithm-based approaches discussed above are designed to identify and
delineate change features and as a result make an important contribution to land cover
mapping and monitoring programs. The changes that occur in landscapes are the result
of a series of dynamic processes that are driven by both environmental and anthropogenic
factors (Zomeni et al., 2008). The analysis of these changes is essential to understand
several environmental phenomena and the social issues that they reflect (Gennaretti et al.,
2011). The land use and land cover changes that are occurring globally significantly
affect the key aspects of Earth system functioning and contribute to local and regional
climate change (Lambin et al., 2001). The studies discussed above argue that digital
image processing of imagery including historical aerial photographs can serve as an
effective instrument for the recognition and quantification of long-term, landscape-scale
patterns of landscape dynamics (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). The methods found in
the GIS environment allows for new opportunities for recognizing long-term change
patterns that explain and predict future events (Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). One
conclusion in existing studies is that regardless of the imagery being used, there must be
careful and thorough accuracy checks utilized to verify results.
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Assuring the integrity of GIS analysis of past data requires different kinds of
ground truth to verify results. Historical documents held by the Forest Service sometimes
document change in the land, but it is also necessary to understand policy shifts in forest
management. The Forest Service of today has been formed by law, experience and
understandable struggles (Bergoffen, 1976). The literature on the history of the Forest
Service shows dramatic changes in management philosophy over time. Its beginning
focused on the primary function of the forests to assure a steady flow of timber for
homes. Since then the focus evolved over the years to now concentrating on ecosystem
management programs where the long-term sustainability of ecosystems is the
management goal. Today the millions of acres retained and protected for future
generations can only be seen as a success (Brower, 1997; Williams, 2005).
The founding of the National Forest System and the Forest Service was a direct
result of changing opinions about how our natural resources were to be used and
protected. Once formed, the focus of the Forest Service had to shift from timber
production to sustainable multiple use so the national forests had to be managed not only
for timber but also outdoor recreation, range, watershed and wildlife purposes (Brower,
1997). When the environmental protection laws, like the Clean Air Act, were passed in
the 1970’s the FS had to incorporate new management strategies that embraced
ecological management, fire planning, partnerships and cooperative stewardship
(Williams, 2005). There will always be controversies surrounding the decisions of the FS
agency. It is their ability to adapt to changes in public perception that has allowed this
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agency to be successful. As land cover changes occur in response to these policies they
leave visible evidence that is apparent in remote sensing data sets.
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CHAPTER THREE
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND METHODS
Data Sources
The use of the aerial images for this project was challenging. Historical black and
white aerial imagery has traditionally been ignored for vegetation studies because they
lack the resolution and multiple bands that allow easier vegetation recognition (Kadmon
& Harari-Kremer, 1998). These black and white images are limited to grayscale spectral
information which works well for the identification of urban development such as roads
and buildings but is less useful for distinguishing between different types of vegetation
(Gennaretti et al., 2011; Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998).
Locating data was also very difficult for this project. Since these types of images
tend to be older than a couple of decades they have usually not been cataloged and are
typically placed in areas that cannot be easily accessed. Many of the located collections
were incomplete and showed signs of neglect. Some were unusable due to large scale
differences between the images. Most of the information about these images has been
lost such as flight path keys, acquiring agency, type of lens used and acquisition angle.
While assumptions about some of these parameters can be made, these assumptions
would not be accurate enough to allow radiometric correction of the images. There are
many agencies that are attempting to collect and catalog these historical images but many
websites are difficult to navigate and the products can be costly. The Map Library of
University of Georgia has a large collection of aerial images but during the time of this
research the map library was in the process of relocating and was inaccessible.
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Since most of these images were taken before 1980 various data sources were
required to confirm and identify land cover features that were visible in the images.
These sources included historical FS land acquisition data, historical temperature data,
published memoirs, personal interviews and comparison with additional images taken
during adjacent years. Any attempt to try and classify these historical images without
first knowing the history of the area would be extremely difficult, which was particularly
clear with a site that had previously been an apple orchard. The 1938 image of the apple
orchard was first thought to be an image of FS planting and this seemed to be confirmed
when the site was visited and mature pines planted in clear rows were visible. However,
the assumption proved incorrect when the acquisition records were obtained from the FS
that clearly showed that the site was still a productive orchard at the time of acquisition.
The study area is approximately 309,000 acres of the Chattahoochee and Sumter
National Forests imaged by 279 aerial photographs in April 1938 (Figure 1). Most of the
images utilized were provided by the Chattahoochee Oconee National Forest office in
Gainesville and Lakemont, Georgia, and were flown by unknown sources at a scale of
1:24,000 (Figure B-1). A flight path key was not included with the 1938 black and white
images and these images had to be located by using hand drawn forest service land tract
outlines found on many of the photographs. From this a flight path key was then created
to aid in the location of individual images within the study area.
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The following thematic data layers were used for rectification and land use
information:
 FS roads, Georgia Department of Transportation roads, streams, lakes, FS land
tracts, timber compartments, timber prescriptions and Special Survey ownership
were acquired from the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Forest
Service offices in Gainesville and Lakemont.
 A 10m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and 2010 orthoimagery (images that were
previously geometrically corrected) were acquired from Gainesville State
College.
 A single 1948 aerial image flown by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) at
1:24,000 scale was acquired from the USGS Earth Explorer web site.


A 1993 USDA TerraServer U.S. Orthoimagery (images that were previously
geometrically corrected) mosaic and 2009 National Agricultural Imagery
Program (NAIP) mosaic was acquired from the USDA Geospatial Data Gateway
website.

 Current ground truth data was acquired using a Garmin etrex Venture HC hand
held GPS unit.
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Study Sites
Sites were chosen based on their location in the flight path imaged in 1938 and
their representation of different historical land management practices - management by a
private corporation, management for timber production, management of a major land
cover change, and management of a wilderness area
South Carolina Site
A 79 acre site, in Oconee County, South Carolina, was acquired by the Chattooga
Lumber Company in 1917 for the purpose of timber production (Report on Lands…,
1916) (Figure 2). The lumber company had unsuccessfully tried to remove timber from
the site however; because the site was located too far from a railroad and because the
timber could not be successfully floated down the Chattooga River (Report on Lands…,
1916). As with many land tracts acquired and sold during this time its ownership was
questioned, due to mishandled deeds and titles, by a competitive lumber company and
had to be settled by litigation (Abstract of 77.94 Acres Belonging to John Lochrie, 1865;
Gennett and Hayler, 2002). When the FS acquired the site by condemnation in 1917 it
was found to be in poor condition with open unevenly aged pine and mixed hardwood
tress and areas of erosion caused by frequent fires (Report on Lands…, 1916). The site
was purchased from the Forest Service by Georgia Power in 1973 to increase protection
for Tugalo Lake watershed. According to Wayne Stephens of the Georgia Power Lands
office in Lakemont, Georgia, this site was old growth pine devastated by pine beetles at
the time of purchase (Stephens personal interview). A timber inventory was completed
after the purchase and some of the straighter, taller trees were cut to be used as power
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poles (Stephens personal interview). In late 1977 or early 1978 a timber sale was
contracted and the tract was cut, burned and direct seeded with loblolly pine by helicopter
(Stephens personal interview). The site still owned by Georgia Power but leased to South
Carolina DNR, is not managed by any formal management plan (Stephens personal
interview). The analysis of the South Carolina site will be completed using aerial images
from 1938, 1951, 1954, 1965, 1974, 1983, 1991 and a 2010 orthoimage.
Wilderness Area Site
The Wilderness area site of 562 acres located in Habersham and White Counties
in Georgia is part of a very large land tract that was acquired by the FS in 1929 from the
Morse Brothers Lumber Company and several private owners (Abstract of Title to Lots
of Land 33, 34, 58 & 59 District 6, 1878-1917) (Figure 3).

The passage of the L-20 and

U regulations and finally the Wilderness Act of 1964 made it possible to regulate humancaused impacts in designated sections of the national forest. This site is located within the
Tray Mountain Wilderness that was established in 1986 (Wilderness.net, 2012; Williams,
2005). Like all National Wilderness areas, the restrictions for this wilderness or roadless
area are to ensure that the land remains unimpaired for future public use. The ban on the
use of motorized equipment or equipment used for mechanical transport in wilderness
areas has been the center of many controversies over the years (Wilderness.net, 2012).
The feeling that these areas are access controlled was apparent in interviews with Mr.
McKay and Rev. James Turpen, residents of Rabun County, who feel that the FS policies
prevent them from using the lands they visited as children (McKay personal interview;
Turpen personal interview). According to FS data, the wilderness area site is dominated
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by second-growth hardwoods that are at least 60 years old (Wilderness.net, 2012). The
analysis will be completed using aerial images from 1938, 1955, 1965, 1976, 1983, 1991
and a 2010 orthoimage.

Figure 2 – 2010 image of South Carolina Study
Area

Figure 3 – 2010 image of the Wilderness Study
Area
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Timber Managed Site
The Timber Managed site of 993 acres located in Rabun County, Georgia, is
made up of many different tracts and was acquired by the FS over many years from 1916
to 1964 from several private owners (415a Abstract of Title of the Wesley M. Lee Tracts,
1915; USDA Forest Service Title Opinion, 1965; State of Georgia Rabun County USA
Purchase, 1965; Tract 303b Index and Abstract,1890-1892.; Abstract of Title S-321,
1914-1915; Edith W. Powell Title, 1916; Report and Opinion,1916)(Figure 4). The
Forest Service has a long history of utilizing land as a timber resource and this site
demonstrates many different cutting methods as seen by evidence in the images (haul
roads, log landings, skid trails and lack of vegetation)(Williams, 2005; Hopton, Patrick
“Timber Sales and Cut Descriptions”). Portions of the site have been managed with
separate timber sales by the FS and private owners. The first evidence of a timber sale in
the data used here was completed while under private ownership sometime around 1954.
There is no documentation to explain what type of cut was completed or type of timber
removed. The next timber sale that is imaged occurred after FS acquisition sometime
around March of 1972 but as with the previous sale there is no official documentation to
describe the method of cut. According to Patrick Hopton of the FS the site appears to be
clear cut which was the typical cutting method of this time (Hopton, Patrick "Aerial
Photo Interpretation”). In the March 1972 image there is also evidence of a documented
timber sale that was contracted in 1967. The method utilized in this sale was a diameter
limit cut (that is no longer utilized by the FS) where most trees over 14” were cut but no
planting or burning were performed (Hopton personal interview). There is evidence of
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another imaged timber sale in the September 1983 image but as with the previous sales
there is no supporting documentation. In the 1993 image there is evidence of multiple cut
areas. The first timber sale was contracted in 1987 and utilized the clear cutting method
where all merchantable trees were cut and removed and the remaining tress are cut, left in
place and burned (Hopton, Patrick “Timber Sales and Cut Descriptions”). These sites
were also hand planted with 2 year old loblolly pine seedlings in an 8ft by 8ft spacing
pattern (Hopton, Patrick “Timber Sales and Cut Descriptions”). The final imaged timber
sale was contracted in 1990 and combines two different cutting methods (Hopton, Patrick
“Timber Sales and Cut Descriptions”). Some of the sections were clear cut and planted
similarly to the previous sale but with shortleaf pine seedlings. The remaining section
was seed cut where most of the merchantable trees were cut but a few of the
merchantable pines were left in place (Hopton, Patrick “Timber Sales and Cut
Descriptions”). The seed cut section area was also burned and planted as mentioned
previously with shortleaf pine seedlings (Hopton, Patrick “Timber Sales and Cut
Descriptions”). The analysis of the Timber Managed site will be completed using aerial
images from 1938, 1954, 1972, 1974, 1983, 1993 and a 2010 orthoimage.
Apple Orchard Site
The Apple Orchard site of 246 acres located in Habersham County, Georgia, was
managed as a commercial apple orchard from 1912 to 1938 (Index to Land of Sandy
Beaver) (Figure 5). The FS acquired the land in April 1938 with the stipulation the
owner could harvest the apple crop at the end of the season and then remove all of the
irrigation equipment (Verdict, 1932). After the acquisition and harvest was completed
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planting of loblolly pine was accomplished by an undocumented agency. Since the
planting occurred in a time that the FS did not plant their lands and loblolly pines are not
native to this area it is believed that the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) was
responsible for the planting at the Apple Orchard site. There is no documentation to
support this theory or the method utilized during this planting but there were CCC camps
located around this area and they were involved in many improvement projects for the
national forest (Reynolds & Walker, 1993). Evidence that loblolly pine was planted in
rows is still evident today. The analysis will be completed using aerial images from
1938, 1948, 1954, 1960, 1965, 1991 and a 2010 orthoimage.

Figure 4 – 2010 image of the Timber Managed Study
Area
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Figure 5 – 2010 image of the Apple Orchard
Study Area
GIS Methods
Several GIS analysis programs were use in organizing and interpreting the
selected images. ArcMap 10.0 software was used to georectify, crop, create shapefiles,
organize classification results and create maps. ERDAS Imagine 2010 software was used
to create tree estimation grid, enhance images, and perform land change analysis. The
eCognition 8.7 software was used to segment and classify all images.
Georeferencing and Processing
When data such as scanned aerial photography are acquired without known map
coordinates the correct location must be assigned using georeferencing. The process
utilizes control layers with points of reference to define the location of the data and
assigns the correct coordinate system (Price, 2008). As the points of reference or ground
control points are created a measure of the error is accrued due to the difference between
where the point is placed and its actual location (Price, 2008). This measure of error or
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residual error is computed by taking the root mean square (RMS) sum of all the residual
values and these values must remain low to maintain a consistent and accurate geometric
transformation (Price, 2008).
The first step in the process was to locate the 1938 images in the national forest.
This was completed using the layers mentioned above, the hand drawn FS land tract
tracings and physical features found on the images (Figure 6). Once the images were
located flight path key shapefiles were created in ESRI ArcMap 10.0 with one layer
representing flight path rows and the other representing the individual image locations
(Figure 7). The images were then scanned at a resolution of 600dpi using a flatbed
scanner. Once the scanned photos were reviewed, the study sites were selected to meet
the criteria mentioned previously. With the study sites selected it was then necessary to
locate additional imagery using web based resources and local FS offices. The collected
aerial images were then georectified using the data listed above by finding pairs of
matching ground control points such as road intersections and utility corridors using
ArcMap 10.0 (Price, 2008) (Figure 8). Once georectified they were then cropped to the
desired study areas.
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Figure 7 – Flight path key shapefiles
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Figure 8 – Georectification process using 1938 image

Some of the aerial images collected from the FS offices required enhancement to
recover resolution that was lost due to neglect and/or age. Several different filters were
applied to the images using ERDAS Imagine 2010 software; the 7x7 Edge Enhancement
filter proved most useful (Figure 9). This filter is useful to define edge and line definition
in homogeneous areas of pixels (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). It will only highlight the
edges without eliminating other features using a convolution kernel. A 7x7 kernel is a
number matrix that averages pixel values with the pixels that surround it in a particular
pattern to determine the weight of the pixel (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). In other words
it is a neighborhood of 48 pixels surrounding the reference pixel that will produce two
7x7 matrices that are convolved together to produce a final pixel value (ERDAS Field
Guide, 2010).
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Before

After

Figure 9 – 7x7 Edge Enhancement Filter

Two 1983 aerial images for the timber managed site had to be mosaicked to
eliminate overlap. These images were imported into ArcMap 10.0 and using the default
settings of the Mosaic tool these images were merged together to produce a single raster
layer (Popular Communities, 2012).
In order to verify the results later in the analysis process the number of apple trees
present in the 1938 aerial image of the Apple Orchard site was estimated. With this
image the pixel area is 0.64m2 and the number of pixels per apple trees varied from 9 to
50 pixels. A grid pattern was completed utilizing the Grid generation tool in ERDAS
Imagine 2010. The created grid was constructed of 50m x 50m squares and was then
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clipped to the study area. Five grid squares were randomly selected and the apple trees
were counted and then averaged together to obtain an apple trees per grid value (Figure
10). The grid and the 1938 image were then imported into ArcMap and the partial
squares found along the outside edge of the grid were selected and were divided in half
and then added to the remaining complete square balance. It was calculated that the grid
consisted of 405 whole grids and this was multiplied by 33.8 trees per grid to determine
that the 1938 orchard contained approximately 13,689 apple trees.
It was not possible to use the process of radiometric correction with any of the
aerial photographs obtained from the FS due to the previously mentioned missing
information (flight path keys, acquiring agency, type of lens used and acquisition angle).
This normalization process would have allowed the differences in tone and contrast to be
corrected.

Figure 10 – Apple tree estimate grid
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Orthorectification
Orthorectification is a process to remove geometric errors that occur due to
camera or sensor orientation, systematic error related to the sensor or camera, curvature
of the earth or topographic relief displacement (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). This
process uses the ground control points (GCP) that were utilized during georectification
process and a digital surface model (DEM) to remove the image distortions (Gennaretti et
al., 2011). Similar to the georeferencing process accuracy is verified utilizing RMS
values (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Once an image is orthorectified any measurements taken
will represent the correct corresponding measurements as if they were taken from the
Earth’s surface (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The 1938 georeferenced image from the
Apple Orchard study site was orthorectified using the direct linear transformation in
ERDAS Imagine 10 with the previously saved GCPs and a 10m DEM.
Standard classification
This type of classification method is referred to as pixel-based analysis and is
based solely on the information contained in each individual pixel. When classifying an
image, pixels must be sorted into a finite number of individual categories of data based
on a certain set of predetermined criteria (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). In order for the
sorting to occur, the computer system must be trained to recognize data patterns by
defining the criteria by which the patterns are recognized (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010).
The training results in a signature set that allows the correct sorting of pixels into
different categories. This classification can be completed using either a Supervised or
Unsupervised classification process (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010).
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The Unsupervised classification process in ERDAS Imagine 2010 utilizes an
ISODATA algorithm to complete the required pixel sorting as shown in Figure 11
(ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The ISODATA clustering method utilizes the minimum
spectral distance formula to create the clusters (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). To create
these clusters the process must first begin with the means of an existing signature set or
arbitrary cluster means and each time the clustering is repeated the means are shifted and
the new cluster means are then used for the next iteration (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010).
The cluster repeating process continues until either a maximum number of iterations are
completed or a maximum percentage of unchanged pixels have been reached between
iterations (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). This method was applied to the 1938 aerial
image of the Apple Orchard study site. The image was imported into ERDAS Imagine
2010 and the Unsupervised Classifier option was used to create 30 output classes. When
the classification process was complete the newly created layer was laid over the aerial
image and the appropriate land cover classes were assigned in the ArcMap 10.0 program.
The Supervised classification process in ERDAS Imagine 2010 is controlled by
the user as demonstrated in Figure 12 (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The process requires
the analyst to select pixels that represent land cover features that are visually
recognizable or identifiable using additional data sources (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010).
The selection process instructs the computer system to correctly identify all of the pixels
that have similar characteristics (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The Signature Editor tool
is used to complete the selection process. The tool allows the user to select the pixels that
represent the desired land cover features using the Area of Interest (AOI) tool. Each
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feature requires a range of different pixel clusters or spectral signatures in order for the
classification to be accurate (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The 1938 aerial image of the
Apple Orchard site was imported into the ERDAS Imagine 2010 program and the pixel
clusters were selected for the three land cover classes that could be identified in the
image (apple trees, other vegetation and bare earth). Each group of pixel clusters were
then merged into one of the three identifiable land cover classes and saved as a signature
file. The Supervised Classification option used the signature file to classify the image.
The resulting layer was imported into ArcMap 10.0 to evaluate the accuracy.

Figure 11 – Unsupervised Classification Process
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Figure 12 – Supervised Classification Process

Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA)
Unlike the standard classification method object-based image analysis (OBIA) is
based on information from a set of like pixels called objects or image objects (eCognition
8.7 Release Notes, 2012). These image objects are groups of pixels that are similar to
one another and are based on a measure of multiple properties such as size, shape, and
texture, as well as context from a neighborhood nearby the pixels (eCognition 8.7
Release Notes, 2012). When an image is segmented the method allows the extraction of
objects by analyzing spectral signature, shape, texture and position to mark off areas that
are homogeneous (Gennaretti et al., 2011). Within the eCognition Developer 8.7
software the user can develop customized rule sets consisting of segmentation and
classification algorithms to complete an automatic analysis of various remote sensing
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data (eCognition Developer, 2012). These collections of segmentation algorithms
include the Multiresolution, Quadtree and Chess board (eCognition Developer, 2012).
For classification they include Sample-based nearest neighbor, Fuzzy logic membership
function and Specialized context-driven analysis (eCognition Developer, 2012) (Figure
13). Using a combination of these algorithms, analysis of many types can be completed
such as feature extraction, vegetation mapping, change detection and object recognition
(eCognition Developer, 2012). The disadvantage of this method is that segmentation of
larger study areas would require more computational resources.
Each of the images for all study areas were imported individually into the
eCognition Developer 8.7 program for the segmentation process (Figure 14). A rule set
was developed that could be applied to the images with only a few exceptions. The rule
set was a combination of Quadtree, Multiresolution and Spectral difference segmentation
algorithms. The Quadtree segmentation algorithm creates objects by cutting squares of
different sizes that are defined by a scale parameter limit (eCognition 8.7 Release Notes,
2012). The Multiresolution segmentation algorithm creates objects utilizing a
segmentation algorithm that consecutively merges pixels or existing objects based on a
pairwise region merging technique (Gennaretti et al., 2011; eCognition 8.7 Release
Notes, 2012). This segmentation method minimizes the average heterogeneity while
maximizing the homogeneity of the objects (eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). The
Spectral difference segmentation algorithm allows the merging of neighboring objects by
ensuring that the difference between the layer mean intensities is below the user indicated
maximum spectral difference (eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). The Spectral
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difference segmentation process will refine the previous segmentation results by merging
similar objects and is referred to as bottom-up segmentation (eCognition 8.7 Release
Notes, 2012). The classification section of this rule set was based on brightness value
thresholds between the land cover classes. With the creation of this specific standard rule
set the process of classifying and creating land cover maps of the numerous aerial images
could be completed efficiently by simply modifying the scale parameters of the
segmentation algorithms and the threshold values of the classification algorithms.
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Figure 14 – OBIA Process

The exceptions to this eCognition Developer 8.7 standard rule set were the 1938
and 1948 images of the Apple Orchard site and the 2010 orthoimagery for all of the study
areas. The 1938 image of the apple orchard shows individual apple trees planted in rows
(Figure 15). The rule set for the 1938 image of the apple orchard was designed to isolate
apple trees from other land cover features by recognizing shape patterns. The process
was competed utilizing the Multiresolution and the Spectral difference segmentation
algorithms. These algorithms were created and refined to look at the roundness and the
spectral difference of the apple tree features. The roundness of the features was
identified with adjustments in the shape and compactness values within the Composition
of homogeneity criterion section of the Multiresolution segmentation algorithm. The
shape value defined the weight of shape criterion used when the image is segmented and
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the higher the value the lower the influence of color has in the segmentation process
(eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). The compactness value defined the weight of the
compactness criterion and the higher the value the more compact the objects will be in
the segmentation (eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). When the desired results were
reached the segmented objects that represented the apple trees were merged to reach a
final apple tree count.

Figure 15 – 1938 Apple Orchard image
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The 1948 image of the apple orchard proved to be more challenging due to the
change in vegetation that occurred after the loblolly pines were planted on the front half
of the study site. The image was taken in April of 1948 during leaf off conditions and
provides a clear view of the completed planting in contrast with natural succession in the
remaining area (Figure 16). It was first necessary to create a shape file in ArcMap that
would be used to divide the two very different regions of the image. Without this
division the land classes would not be able to be segmented accurately. Once the
shapefile was created it was imported into eCognition Developer 8.7 program along with
the 1948 image using the Modify Project dialog box that allows the import of multiple
layers. This specialized rule set utilized the Chess board, Quadtree, Multiresolution and
Spectral difference segmentation algorithms along with Convert to sub-objects and
multiple classification algorithms. The Chessboard segmentation algorithm was used to
split the pixel domain into square image objects and define the boundary edges of the
image (eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). It was then necessary to define the land
classes that would be used in the segmented halves of the image. The Assign Class
algorithm assigns all of the objects in the image object domain to the specified class
using the Use Class parameter, which prevented any confusion of the classes between the
two halves of the image (eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). The next rule set was to
segment the image further using the same algorithms as listed previously. Once the
segmentation was completed the image objects needed to be split into sub-objects to
further define the domains of the segmented image using the Convert to sub algorithm
(eCognition 8.7 Release Notes, 2012). Now that the segmentation process was complete
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the classification process could begin. The classification of the image was completed
with a combination brightness thresholds, roundness factors and pixel area. The
combination allowed the desired land cover classes (apple trees, evergreen, grass, bare
earth and hardwood apple tree mix) to be classified in the image and a land cover map
was created.
The 2010 orthoimagery also required a specialized rule set because these images
had the advantage of being multiband images with three bands (blue, green and red).
The multiple bands of these images allowed manipulation of the layers with the Image
Layer Mixing dialog box to produce the optimal contrast between land cover features and
a more accurate segmentation and classification was possible (Figure 17). The
segmentation was the same for these images as the other images using the Quadtree,
Multiresolution and Spectral difference segmentation algorithms. The classification was
a combination of brightness and maximum difference values and a land cover map was
created.
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Figure 16 – 1948 Apple Orchard image with shapefile

Figure 17 – Layer Mixing within eCognition 8.7
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Field Validation
In the mid 1990’s the FS performed a timber assessment of its forest and timber
prescription data was collected for areas the FS defines as timber compartments. The
collected data were placed in a database and a shapefile layer was created that could
display descriptive features such as tree type, age, condition and past or present
infestation for the forests within each of the timber compartments. Patrick Hopton of the
Chattooga River FS office also provided hand drawn boundary maps of contracted timber
sales for 1967, 1987 and 1990 for the timber managed site (Figure 18). These data were
scanned and georectified using the same methods as previously mention. Once rectified,
shape files were created in ArcMap 10.0 that represented the areas that were included in
each timber sale (Figure 19). The specifics of these sales were verified with Hopton, who
described how each site was cut and how or if planting was completed.

Since the timber

prescription data were not current, to verify the timber sale information the study sites
were visited and ground control points were collected along with photographs and site
descriptions. These collected points were then imported into ArcMap 10.0 and a
shapefile was created to catalog the data collected in the field. The only exception to this
field data collected was the South Carolina site due to limited accessibility but accurate
land cover information was provided by Wayne Stephens of Georgia Power Lands Office
during his interview (Stephens personal interview).
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Figure 18 – Timber sale maps used to create shapefile
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Land use change analysis
The land use change analysis was completed for each study site between each
year imaged and finally between 1938 (the first year for which data exist) and 2010 (the
last year). The Image Difference tool in ERDAS Imagine 2010 was used to analyze each
pair of images. The tool is used for change analysis by highlighting specific areas of
change and produces two raster layers, Difference and Change (ERDAS Field Guide,
2010). The Difference layer is a grayscale image composed of single band continuous
data and is a direct result of the subtraction of the before and after image with values
between 0.0 and 1.0 (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). Values that are near 0.0 indicate low
probability of change while the values near 1.0 represent a high probability of change
(ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The Difference layer calculates the change of brightness
values over time and bases its analysis on the assumption that brighter areas represent an
increase in reflection from possible clearing of forested areas (ERDAS Field Guide,
2010). The assumption for the dark areas is a decrease in reflectance from an area
becoming more vegetated (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The Change layer is a five class
thematic layer with Decreased, Some Decrease, Unchanged, Some Increase and Increase
as classes (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The Decrease class represents the areas of
negative or darker change greater than the change threshold (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010).
The Increase class represents areas of positive or brighter change greater than the change
threshold (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010). The limitations to both of these analysis tools is
that they do not differentiate between types of change or perform any processing to
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eliminate false positives that can occur from data problems such as misregistration,
clouds, brightness or contrast differences (ERDAS Field Guide, 2010).
The analysis of each pair of images was restricted by the addition of an AOI layer,
which is the shapefile created that represents the boundaries of each study area. Once
each pair analysis was completed they were imported into ArcMap 10.0 and the class
colors of the Change layer were adjusted and fields were added to the attribute table to
calculate area of change and percent change.

History Methods
Literature Research
The research of the history of the national forests involved many different
sources. During personal interviews with FS employees many books were suggested and
located. Visits to local historical societies in Habersham and Rabun Counties in Georgia
and to local libraries in the study area provided important information. Several sources
were discovered through internet searches and the USDA was a source of informative
articles and books discussing details of their forests. The USDA provided both national
policy and some specifics of management of the study area.
Interviews
Personal interviews were conducted with several individuals and notes were
taken. For some, as noted below, a recording was made. Three FS employees, (Patrick
Hopton (Timber Sale Administrator), Blaine Boydstun (Realty Specialist) and Tracey
Adkins (Land Status Realty Specialist), were interviewed to gain firsthand knowledge of
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FS policies, resource availability and data interpretation. In a recorded interview, Wayne
Stephens from the Rabun County Georgia Power Lands Office supplied specifics about
the South Carolina site. His first year with the company was the year this site was
acquired and he has helped with its management ever since. During collection of field
data a private land owner (Mr. McKay), whose land is surrounded by FS lands, was
interviewed regarding his opinion of FS management and policies. In a recorded
interview, the Park Manager from the Tallulah Gorge State Park spoke about the local
history of the area and how state and federal agencies work together in their management
strategies (Tatum personal interview). The local department of Genealogy at the
Clarkesville Public Library provided access to area families that were knowledgeable of
local history. It was discovered that many locals were very resistant to interviews and
would not share information but in a recorded interview Reverend James Turpen
described his experiences in Rabun County. Personal Interviews from the locally
published Foxfire book series also provided valuable insight regarding local experiences
(Wigginton, 1977; Reynolds & Walker, 1993; Green & Best, 2011).
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CHAPTER FOUR
HISTORY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to understand the land cover changes it is first necessary to understand
the history of the land and how changing policies made the land what it is today. The
changes in land cover discussed in this history will be highlighted during the
classification and land cover change analysis of the historical data set.
The History of the National Forest System
National Events Before 1938
By 1876 the nation began to realize the general practice of exploiting natural
resources with no regard for the future needed to change, so Congress authorized $2000
for the first federal office that would be devoted to forestry (Figure 20) (Bergoffen,
1976). A physician named Dr. Franklin Hough was appointed as the forest agent; his
responsibility was to gather data on forests and forest products to determine their
condition. His extensive reports on the destruction of forests led to the start of the
conservation movement of the federal government (Bergoffen, 1976). The American
Forestry Association had been formed in 1875 and started working on transforming
general public concern for forests into actual legislation (Bergoffen, 1976). Leaders of
the new movement also had the forethought to start training programs for those that
would be working in these forests (Bergoffen, 1976). The appointment of Dr. Bernhard
Eduard Fernow as the Chief of the Division of Forestry in 1886 allowed him to work with
Hough to envision the creation of what eventually became the National Forest System to
provide a timber reserve (Bergoffen, 1976).
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Figure 20 – Erosion effects of deforestation in Colorado, 1915 (Williams,
2005)

The 1891 withdrawal of Forest Reserves from the unmanaged federal lands held
in the public domain was one example of significant changes that now would be overseen
by the Department of the Interior. During the Harrison and Cleveland presidential terms
there were over 37 million acres of forest land set aside for preservation (Bergoffen,
1976). With all of this land set aside, in 1897, Congress needed to pass legislation that
would insure proper protection and management and also provide trained caretakers who
would oversee the public use of these lands. Early in his presidential term William
McKinley signed the Sunday Act containing the Pettigrew Amendment (or what was
later referred to as the Organic Act) that ensured that any newly established reserves
would have to meet certain management criteria in areas of forest protection, watershed
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protection and timber production (Williams, 2005). When Fernow resigned in 1898 there
had been significant national progress towards a policy of wise use and conservation
(Williams, 2005). Gifford Pinchot replaced Fernow, becoming America’s first native
professional forester. He had gained management experience working at the Biltmore
Estate in Asheville, North Carolina, and had been educated at Yale (Williams, 2005). He
had also served on the National Forest Commission (Williams, 2005).
As the Chief of the Division of Forestry, Pinchot oversaw continued development
of what became a system of National Forests. He was in charge of 60 employees with
their headquarters located in Washington, DC (Williams, 2005). The close relationship
that developed between Pinchot and President Theodore Roosevelt set the stage for the
development of the nation’s resource conservation with legislative support provided by
Congress (Figure 21) (Bergoffen, 1976). In 1905 the Forest Reserves were transferred to
the Department of Agriculture and the Bureau of Forestry became known as the Forest
Service (Bergoffen, 1976). At this point, significant lands in the west had been set aside
as forest reserves from public domain but such vast areas of public domain did not exist
in the east (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Most of the lands in the east had been held in
private ownership for several generations (Mastran & Manager, 2009). This situation
required the development of specific legislation: the 1911 Weeks Act, which allowed the
federal government to purchase land for National Forests. From the time that the Weeks
Act was established till 1920 over 2 million acres were purchased (Williams, 2005).
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Figure 21 – President Theodore Roosevelt (left)
and Chief Forester Gifford Pinchot on the river
steamer MISSISSIPPI 1907 (Bergoffen, 1976)

After World War I, the concern over excessive cutting and fire damage on private
timberlands led to many years of debate over whether regulation over private timber
lands should be given to the States or to the Federal government (Bergoffen, 1976).
Communications between lookouts and ranger stations were improved by the
construction of an extensive system of field telephones connected by miles of telephone
wires (Figure 22) (Williams, 2005). In order to keep up with the economic boom of the
early 1920’s the Forest Service authorized extensive timber sales in many of the national
forests (Williams, 2005). These types of sales could result in entire drainage areas being
cut down, which led to national concern over forest depletion; however, the timber sale
program ended abruptly with the Great Depression in the 1930’s (Bergoffen, 1976). In
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1924 the Clarke-McNary Act was developed by William Greeley who became Chief in
1920. There were many changes that occurred with timber practices due to this act and
the Weeks Act (Bergoffen, 1976). Private timber harvesters began improving their
logging practices and started to form more fire protection associations and reforestation
practices began with growing and distribution of tree seedlings (Figure 23) (Bergoffen,
1976). While the American Forestry Association continued their education program
against wildfires the Forest Service expanded their lookout system and started aerial fire
patrols (Bergoffen, 1976). The McSweeney-McNary Act was established in 1928
leading to the first complete forest survey and the formation of more experiment stations
that would evaluate all phases of range and forest research (Bergoffen, 1976).

Figure 22 – Single wire telephone use in the
1920’s and 1930’s (Bergoffen, 1976)
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Figure 23 – FS nurseries and planting practices
1912 & 1913 (Bergoffen, 1976)

Also in the 1920’s, when cars become cheaper and more reliable, people were
able to travel and spend their free time visiting scenic and recreational areas, including
national forests (Figure 24) (Williams, 2005). This resulted in the need to improve roads,
highways and the recreational facilities in the national forests (Williams, 2005). By 1925
there were approximately 1500 national forest campgrounds even though the Forest
Service maintained a cautious policy on recreational site development (Williams, 2005).
Wilderness protection began in 1929 with the L-20 Regulations requiring Regional
Offices to nominate areas to be designated as primitive areas that would be free of cutting
and development. By 1939 there were over 14 million acres classified as primitive
(Williams, 2005). In response to the Great Depression and to revive the sluggish
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economy the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) began working for the Forest Service.
This agency built recreation structures, bathhouses, campgrounds, shelters, playgrounds
and also worked on planting seedlings and seeding acres of land (Williams, 2005). The
CCC workers also worked on truck trails, ranger stations, telephone lines and
firefighting. Throughout the nine year program over three million men were employed in
2600 camps (Williams, 2005). During the Shelterbelt program the CCC was joined by
the Works Progress Administration (WPA) in planting trees on private farms but long
term maintenance became the responsibility of the land owner. Over the duration of the
project over 200 million trees and shrubs were planted on 30,000 farms (Williams, 2005).
In response to the Great New England Hurricane of 1938, the Forest Service directed a
massive salvage operation on federal, state and private land to be carried out by the CCC
(Williams, 2005). At the start of World War II the Timber Production War Projects made
increasing forest wood outputs a National Forest priority (Williams, 2005).

Figure 24 – Camping in the Cibola National
Forest 1924 (Bergoffen, 1976)
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Southern Appalachian Events before-1938
Even through the federal government had started purchasing and organizing
national forests in the western section of the United States, the process was much slower
in the Southern Appalachian region. By the early 1900’s most of the larger sections of
southern land had been purchased by the government and the emphasis changed to focus
more on forest management. The effects of the Great Depression were felt nationally and
recovery programs were very active in the all regions.
The settlers of the Southern Appalachian region were found in scattered clusters
of small farmsteads. They were self-sufficient and were isolated from other farmsteads
by the region’s mountain ridges (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Small commercial
developments were found at road intersections or ridge gaps with larger towns
developing at very slow rates (Mastran & Manager, 2009). It was customary to clear the
land for cultivation and utilize burning to remove the remaining vegetation and pests
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). The characteristic resources of this region were heavy,
diverse hardwood forests growing on steep mountainsides underlain with thick coal veins
and other minerals (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The isolation of the region all began to
change with the introduction of railroads that brought outside investors, tourists,
businessmen and industrialists (Mastran & Manager, 2009). By the 1900’s these
outsiders had purchased large tracts of land to begin extracting the natural resources
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). They worked to reform the traditions of the southern
mountaineers. The local response was to relocate to small towns, abandoning their
former way of life to start working for the lumber and mining companies that had caused
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the displacement (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Soon leading conservationists identified
lands of the Southern Appalachians as in dire need of protection from destructive lumber
and mining practices (Mastran & Manager, 2009). As a response to this concern the
federal government sent federal land agents, geologists, foresters and surveyors to the
area (Mastran & Manager, 2009). When the Weeks Act authorized the federal
government to purchase private lands that had been previously damaged by logging,
mining and other practices as National Forests, the southern Appalachians were a major
focus of the new program (Figure 25) (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The first National
Forest created from this act in 1916 was the Pisgah in North Carolina which included the
Biltmore Forest and its forestry school (Bergoffen, 1976). The purchase implied that
Federal ownership was the only way to protect and restore these damaged areas, an idea
that was resented locally (Figure 26). Not everyone agreed that the federal government
knew how to best mange the land; there was much opposition from small independent
lumber companies (Mastran & Manager, 2009).

Figure 25 – Eroded rocky slope from poor farming practices in
South Carolina 1901 (Mastran & Manager, 2009)
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Figure 26 – Southern Appalachian Mountain’s forested
areas selected for purchase under the Weeks Act in March
1911 (Mastran & Manager, 2009)

Eventually many of the larger lumber companies such as the Burke McDowell
Lumber Company, Oaky Mountain Lumber Company and the Gennett Land and Lumber
Company of Atlanta agreed to sell large tracts of their land to the government, usually
because they had already removed the timber they wanted or the land was difficult to
access (Figure 27)( Mastran & Manager, 2009; Gennett and Hayler, 2002). Once these
tracts were offered for sale, negotiating the purchase process proved to be challenging,
expensive and time consuming (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The federal government
required extensive formal surveys of each sale acre, but much of these lands were
virtually inaccessible, had never been surveyed and/or the land grants had been
mishandled (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Due to these problems and problems over price
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negotiation, in 1913 the National Forest Reservation Commission started to utilize the
process of condemnation when titles that could not be cleared prevented land purchases
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). In the Southern Appalachians land purchases were the
heaviest between 1911 and 1916. The Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 and the Weeks Las
Exchange Act of 1925 allowed land purchases to continue even though the size and
quality of the offered tracts decreased (Mastran & Manager, 2009).

Figure 27 – Damaged from destructive logging practices and fires on
Mt. Mitchell 1923(Mastran & Manager, 2009)

By 1930 there was a patchwork ownership pattern of national forest and private
land across the southern mountains and continuing decline in population growth and farm
acreage (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Forest rangers played an important role during this
time trying to ease objections of local residents to land purchases and help the local
residents adjust to FS policies (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The most successful rangers
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were those that had experience in the lumber industry, farming or ranching and were
familiar with the region (Mastran & Manager, 2009; Reynolds & Walker, 1993). The
Forest Service objection to deliberate burning by farmers, lumbermen, cattle owners and
railroad men was seen as too much government control and the local population was
determined not to change their customs (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The responsibility
of fire control and prevention fell on the local rangers and local men were hired as forest
guards and firefighters (Mastran & Manager, 2009; Reynolds & Walker, 1993). These
men helped to educate the local population about Forest Service policy for fire control.
During this transition and still today there are instances of deliberate fires being set in
protest to governmental policy and control (Mastran & Manager, 2009; Turpen personal
interview).
The Great Depression brought many changes to the region with the creation of the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in the New Deal (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The
TVA was a program that allowed the purchase of submarginal farmland, the relocation of
the owners and expansion of the welfare and employment programs (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). The lumber industry began to decline during World War I and this
decline accelerated during the Depression (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The coal industry
and land values also suffered and mine workers were forced back to their farms. During
this time the government was the only buyer of land and the National Forest employed
men from the CCC to work in the forests (Figure 28) (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The
CCC was very active in the Southern Appalachian Mountains where the economy was
particularly hard hit and was largely responsible for the development of the Great
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Smokey Mountain National Park and the Blue Ridge Parkway (Figure 29)(Mastran &
Manager, 2009). The Agricultural Adjustment Administration (AAA) arrived in this
region in 1934 to help find ways to increase the prices of agricultural commodities
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). This agency was able to remove lands that could no longer
be used for agriculture by buying them and offering them as areas for park lands, forests
or wildlife preserves (Mastran & Manager, 2009). This agency was also to help ease the
relocation of individuals from lands the government declared a submarginal but this was
a challenging task. What was considered submarginal by government administration was
seen by some as a way for the government to buy their land at low prices and many chose
not to sell (Mastran & Manager, 2009). This reluctance of the local population to move,
time constraints with purchases and political red tape prevented this program from having
much of a positive impact. Another governmental entity, the TVA also purchased land
and used condemnation proceedings. Like the FS, these actions did not make them very
popular with the local population (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The construction of dams
provided jobs and brought electricity and recreational opportunities to the region. While
some had great financial gain, flooding of the region left only ridges for farming
(Mastran & Manager, 2009).
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Figure 28 – Georgia CCC camps
(http://cccresources.blogspot.com/2011/03/ccc-state-bystate-georgia.html)

Figure 29 – CCC camp at Camp Woody in Chattahoochee (then
Cherokee) National Forest 1934 (Mastran & Manager, 2009)
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National Events 1939-1946
The start of World War II led to a new demand to increase national forest wood
outputs (Williams, 2005). There was an enormous demand for wood to be used for
packing crates to ship military supplies and also for bridges, railroad ties, gunstocks,
ships, docks, barracks and aircraft (Williams, 2005). This time period also saw the FS
emphasis shift from recreation to forest fire prevention to protect the nation’s timber
supply (Williams, 2005). Aircraft Warning Stations (AWS) were established at many FS
lookout stations in 1942 to warn of air attacks on the east and west coasts (Williams,
2005). In 1944 the Forest Service and State forestry officials began a joint Cooperative
Forest Fire Prevention Campaign to help protect timber supplies known as the Smokey
Bear campaign (Williams, 2005). This campaign became one of the most successful
advertising campaigns in the United States with the first Smokey poster distributed in
1945 (Williams, 2005). Also in 1944, the Sustained-Yield Forest Management Act was
established to authorize sustained-yield timber units that would combine the management
of Federal timber land and private land (Williams, 2005). This required forest
management that would stabilize forest industries by allowing continuous harvesting in
one area instead of exhausting resources in an area and moving to another. Under this act
the FS was able to establish two types of sustained yield units. One unit would be a
combination of private and public forest land managed under a cooperative agreement
and the second would be public forest land managed to serve local communities
(Williams, 2005). This act served to help protect local mills and jobs in local
communities but was seen by many communities as exclusionary when their company or
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community was not included (Williams, 2005). The controversy led to the creation of the
Shelton (Washington) Cooperative Sustained-Yield Unit agreement (Williams, 2005).
This 1946 cooperative agreement is still in operation today. It established five sustainedyield units in the west but only the Lakeview, Oregon, unit is still functioning today
(Williams, 2005). No sustained –yield units were established in the east.
Lyle Watts served as Chief during World War II. Under his management he
encouraged the Forest Service to employ university graduates in forestry to aid in the
development of forest roads and manage the established sustained-yield units (Williams,
2005). The expansion in the areas of forest fire protection, pest control, tree planting,
harvesting and management of woodlands and wood product processes also were
achieved during his service (Williams, 2005). Also in 1946 a system of research centers
was established to discover new ways to harvest trees, measure logging effects and
construct new roads (Williams, 2005).
Southern Appalachian Events 1939-1946
As the national trend had shifted entirely to forest management the same was seen
in the southern regions. World War II brought many economic and demographic changes
to the Southern Appalachians. Demands for natural resources and manpower increased
when the United States entered the war in 1941(Mastran & Manager, 2009). By 1944
fulltime employment was up in order to meet war related production demands and coal
and timber processes began to rise (Mastran & Manager, 2009). During this time the
TVA continued to purchase land, acquiring 44,000 acres in North Carolina to build the
Fontana Dam (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The construction needs of the TVA
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continued to supply jobs to the area throughout the wartime years; between 1942 and
1943 TVA employed over 42,000 workers (Mastran & Manager, 2009). TVA plants
produced fertilizers, synthetic rubber products and munitions chemicals (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). It also had a large mapping unit that provided maps for many different
purposes (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The CCC was also still active in the area but their
focus was shifted to national defense projects such as developing infrastructure for
military training facilities, forest protection, and maintaining the Appalachian Trail
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). With war industries booming and the draft in operation the
need for the CCC programed declined and Congress voted to close the program in 1942
(Mastran & Manager, 2009).
The demand for timber to meet military and construction demands had a
tremendous effect on the local economy and resources (Mastran & Manager, 2009). In
1939 national timber demand was 94.2 billion board feet and rose to 245.3 billion by
1943 (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The demand resulted in heavy cutting of timber
resources in the South but, since many of the forests contained second growth timber that
was too immature to cut the needs could not be met (Mastran & Manager, 2009). It was
also difficult to harvest what timber was available since many of the experienced workers
had been drafted leaving only less experienced workers to be employed(Mastran &
Manager, 2009) Even the larger lumber companies had difficulty finding skilled
workers. They approached local draft boards to ask if they could keep their workers to
avoid having to shut down production (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Even after the war
these drafted workers did not always return to their previous occupations. The benefits
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that the military offered to veterans allowed them the opportunity to continue their
education and learn new skills (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
The demand for coal also increased during the war leading to new mining
practices that affected national forests. The newly constructed steam power plants by the
TVA in eastern Kentucky and Tennessee also contributed to this demand (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). New housing was needed for mining towns, so the lack of skilled
workers affected this industry as well (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Those who were
unable to serve in the military due to age or health were hired to work in the mines while
newly developed industrial trucks reduced the need for manpower (Mastran & Manager,
2009). The consequences from this increased demand were not all positive. Much of the
coal resources could not be removed due to the possibility of mine collapse but new earth
moving equipment made it possible to easily remove soil and rock cover (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). The practice of strip mining and dumping of debris down mountain
slopes that clogged steams disturbed Forest Supervisors and led to several legal battles
lasting well after the war ended (Figure 30) (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
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Figure 30 – “Spoil banks” left over from strip mining in Daniel Boone (then
Cumberland) National Forest 1955 (Mastran & Manager, 2009)

National Events 1947-1973
The demand for wood products only increased after World War II and forest
managers opened large areas of forest for timber production and management practices
were changed to maximize output (Williams, 2005). Logging practices also changed in
the years following the war. In the years before the war timber was removed using axes
and crosscut saws but after the war the chainsaw, while mules, oxen and streams were
replaced by roads and trucks (Figure 31) (Williams, 2005). The improvement in cutting
technology and the ability to access timber more easily made clear cutting the most
efficient way to harvest timber. In 1947 another cooperative venture (the Forest Pest
Control Act) was established to help prevent, control and remove insects and disease that
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threatened trees (Williams, 2005). The Program for the National Forests was introduced
by Congress in 1959 to encourage further improvement and development of national
forests to increase timber resources (Bergoffen, 1976).

Figure 31 – Skidding hemlock logs using a tractor in Jefferson
National Forest 1955 (Mastran & Manager, 2009)

Timber production was not the only focus of the Forest Service even in the years
of clear cutting. The Yazoo-Little Tallahatchie Flood Prevention Project of 1948, in
Mississippi, was the one of the largest tree planting program ever established and resulted
in over 621,000 acres being planted to restore eroding lands (Williams, 2005). The
Forest Service began managing over 4 million acres in 1954 known as land utilization
projects or L-U lands (Williams, 2005). These were grazing lands on the Great Plains
that were originally purchased in the 1930’s. The Forest Service took over research on
forest insects and diseases from the Department of Agriculture in 1953. This resulted in a
Service-wide reorganization that ultimately strengthened scientific research in the agency
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in all fields (Bergoffen, 1976). There was also an increase in recreational demands for
forest land so the Forest Service established Operation Outdoors in 1957 to improve and
increase recreation facilities to meet the new public demands (Bergoffen, 1976). The
Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act that was signed by President Dwight Eisenhower in
1960 specified that all of the National Forests were to be managed to serve human needs
for outdoor recreation, timber and range, watershed and wildlife management (Bergoffen,
1976). The 1960 act was to ensure that all possible uses and benefits of the national
forests and established grass lands would be treated equally (Williams, 2005). Equal
treatment was deemed necessary because members of Congress and other interest groups
felt that the FS was too focused on timber harvesting (Williams, 2005). Although the FS
felt their management practices already met these requirements they began to feel
pressure from the general public to change their practices.
During the time between 1961 and 1973 the Forest Service was confronted with
management controversies involving new national concerns over natural resources
(Bergoffen, 1976). This growing concern resulted in the passage of many environmental
protection laws (Williams, 2005). The general public was concerned that the Multiple
Use-Sustained Yield Act (MUSY) was being used as a way to keep utilizing extensive
clear cutting practices (Williams, 2005). The 1964 Wilderness Act was passed to allow
for formal designation of wilderness areas (Williams, 2005). This act was opposed by the
Forest Service and the National Park Service because they felt that much of what was in
this act called for was already covered in Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act (MUSY)
(Williams, 2005). This view led to resentment between established conservation groups
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and new environmental groups (Williams, 2005). The environmental movement
continued to gain strength and in 1969 the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
was passed, requiring analysis of the environmental impacts of Federal projects and
public participation in project planning (Williams, 2005). The passage of NEPA was
quickly followed by the first Earth Day celebration in April of 1970 (Williams, 2005). In
response to this growing concern the Forest Service launched a program that same year to
inform and involve the public in their decision making process to develop better land and
resource management plans (Bergoffen, 1976). These plans were the start of a significant
shift from short term management concepts to fully planned long range management
(Bergoffen, 1976). The agency also placed increasing emphasis on the use of
interdisciplinary teams that included a wide range of specialties such as wildlife
biologists, soil scientists, engineers and foresters (Bergoffen, 1976). One other piece of
environmental protection legislation passed in 1973 was the Endangered Species Act,
which established procedures to identify and protect endangered species and to restore
these species to levels such that protection would no longer be needed (Williams, 2005).
This act greatly affected the management of the national forests timber and road
construction programs during the 1980’s and 1990’s (Williams, 2005).
Southern Appalachian Events 1947-1973
The national focus remained on effective ways to manage timber resources and
recreation but the focus in the southern region was on economic recovery. Even though
some industries continued to flourish after the war this was not true for all and economic
depression returned to the region. Population migration continued away from farms to
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urban developments. The trend accelerated in the 1950’s. Forest Service land
acquisitions stopped during the war and when they did return after the war appropriations
were reduced so acquisitions continued to decline over the next few years (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). Due to the diminishing funds and forest purchase priorities in other
regions, land and timber exchanges played an increasingly important role in consolidating
and increasing National Forests in the Southern Application region (Mastran & Manager,
2009). These exchanges involve exchanging isolated FS properties for privately owned
properties contiguous with FS land. Many of these post war exchanges were military
lands. For example, in 1949 the 278 acres that contained Camp Toccoa were given to the
War Assets Administration in exchange for 654 acres of surplus military land (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). Unfortunately the acquisition delays that plagued purchases, exchanges
and even land donations involving the Forest Service still caused frustration for all parties
involved. Even after President Eisenhower was elected land funds remained limited
reaching an historic low in 1954 (Mastran & Manager, 2009). During this time the
Chattahoochee National Forest lost many prospective additions and only gained a small
tract in Habersham County that was to be used for better road access (Mastran &
Manager, 2009).
Recreational use of national forests began increasing dramatically after the war
and campgrounds and picnic areas in the Southern forests built by the CCC began
showing their age (Mastran & Manager, 2009). This was the beginning of a conflict
between forests being used for timber production versus being developed for recreational
use. The Forest Service believed that if it could attract visitors to the forests with new
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recreational facilities, it could gain public support for national forests and its conservation
policies (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Unfortunately, the clear cutting method utilized by
the agency caused visual disruption of the forest for at least a decade until the newly
planted trees grew tall and planting resulted in a monoculture of genetically similar trees
(Williams, 2005). To help overcome the controversy surrounding this practice the Forest
Service tried to educate the public to the advantages of clear cutting and to hide these
clear cut areas by utilizing rows of standing trees (Williams, 2005). The disadvantage to
planning for more recreational use of the forests was the cost but by the 1950’s the
overuse of facilities had become critical and there were problems with limited availability
of parking and roads, littering, fires and impure drinking water (Mastran & Manager,
2009). Forest officers accepted that national forests belonged to the people but the
interests of tourists were conflicting with those of the local population, particularly in
area where timber harvesting was a significant industry (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The
Forest Service found itself struggling to manage use to minimize fire, pollution and injury
hazards. In 1968 the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the National Trails Systems Act
help guide recreational development particularly in the Southern Appalachians (Mastran
& Manager, 2009). Rivers that were seen as remarkably scenic were reserved in a freeflowing state (Mastran & Manager, 2009). These rivers were classified by degree of
access and development and then managed accordingly. Once these rivers were selected
the Forest Service would then want to purchase land along the river in order to ensure
protection (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The National Trails Systems Act also allowed
the Forest Service to establish trail right-of ways that could include entire land tracts,
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strips of land or easements (Mastran & Manager, 2009). If a land owner was unwilling to
sell, the authority to condemn the land was granted by this act but only in cases where it
could not be resolved any other way (Mastran & Manager, 2009). This act was very
useful when the Forest Service recognized that the Appalachian Trail was in need of
protection and wanted to establish a uniform management plan (Mastran & Manager,
2009).
There were still difficulties with fire control in the region with the local
population believing that burning in pine forests were beneficial but acceptance of the
forest service no burn policy was improving (Mastran & Manager, 2009). During the
1950’s forest management policy regarding fire control, timber sales and annual fee
charges for special use permits resulted in the most debates between the agency and the
local populations (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Timber sales continued on national forest
land and brought needed work to small portable sawmills (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
Trying to manage the forests for timber production and wildlife and scenic areas was a
delicate balance. Timber production required a steady supply of timber and maintained
logging roads, while wildlife areas and recreational sites needed to be developed and
protected (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
As John F. Kennedy campaigned for office he visited the Southern Appalachians
and was determined to relieve the economic depression that was found throughout the
region (Mastran & Manager, 2009). He assigned a task force to evaluate the area; they
determined there were nearly 100 depressed areas that would require federal funds to
recover (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The income, employment and education levels of
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the region fell well below the national level and the outmigration continued from farms to
urban areas (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The first project implemented to help the
region was the Accelerated Public Works Program that operated from 1962 to 1963
(Figure 32) (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Through this program 9,000 men were
employed to work in the national forest working on improvement projects such as
recreational areas, timber stand health, roads and trails, ranger stations, erosion control
and wildlife areas (Mastran & Manager, 2009). These improvement programs continued
as President Johnson took office in 1963 and the Appalachian Regional Commission
(ARC) created by President Kennedy provided millions of dollars into the Southern
Appalachian region to continue the revitalization of the area (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
The Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and Work Experience and Training Program
established community action programs and on the job training for the unemployed but
by 1967 funds for these programs began to decline (Mastran & Manager, 2009). One
program that did survive and continues to thrive was the Job Corps that created jobs for
young adults while offering intensive educational and vocational training (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). Many of these camps took over existing CCC camps and worked on
road construction, recreation development, erosion prevention and reforestation of the
national forest (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The ARC program continues to supply the
area with much needed funds. One of the main goals was to develop a highway system
throughout the region to connect areas with economic success to areas that were less
fortunate (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
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Figure 32 – Local unemployed workers applying for
jobs under the Federal Accelerated Public Works
(APW) Program in the Nantahala National Forest 1963
(Mastran & Manager, 2009)

The ARC program also focused on the development of national forest timber
resources. These timber resources would provide a foundation for the renewed economic
strength of the region (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The fragmented ownership typical of
the region was considered the biggest problem, preventing proper timber management
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). Private ownership of degraded timber stands prevented
proper rehabilitation and land acquisition programs were revitalized (Mastran &
Manager, 2009). The new push for land acquisitions was not always supported by the
local population; there was concern that families would be forced from their lands. The
Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) was another acquisition program that was to
obtain land in order to enhance recreation resources (Mastran & Manager, 2009). By the
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end of 1973, most of the national forest lands that were purchased each year were located
in Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia (Mastran & Manager,
2009).
National Events 1974-Present
The Forest Service continued adapting their multiple use planning management
strategies and in 1974 two programs were established; (one) A Long Term Forestry Plan
(Draft)—Environmental Program for the Future and (two) the Forest and Rangeland
Renewable Resources Planning Act (Williams, 2005). These programs represented the
first Congressional recognition that long range management is the only way to effectively
manage natural resources (Bergoffen, 1976). The National Forest Management Act of
1976 was the beginning of intensive new forest planning and new specialists were hired
to participate in advisory boards that included public participation (Bergoffen, 1976).
Due to high interest rates in the early 1980’s the demand for lumber products was
drastically reduced, so it became economically challenging to harvest timber that had
been purchased at high prices (Williams, 2005). The slump caused many timber
companies to declare bankruptcy and the Forest Service to consider unconventional
harvesting methods (Williams, 2005). During this time controversy still surrounded how
the Forest Service was harvesting old growth timber, especially in the Pacific Northwest,
and how endangered species were being managed (Williams, 2005). Several new
programs were developed including the Rise to the Future program that focused on ways
to enhance fish production in the national forests (Figure 33) (Williams, 2005). A fire
that occurred in the Yellowstone National Park area in 1988 only fueled public concern
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pertaining to management policies of the Forest Service and how it allowed certain fires
to burn naturally (Williams, 2005). To address these concerns the Forest Service
modified its policies so that fires could be put out more quickly but would still allow
some naturally occurring fires to burn under strict supervision (Williams, 2005). The FS
also continued to develop programs that encouraged cooperation with the private sector
(Williams, 2005). The Challenge Cost-Share Program that was established around 1990
allowed the sharing of management and financial costs for projects on national forests.
Many of the cooperative wildlife habitat enhancement projects required participation
from many Federal and State agencies (Williams, 2005).
In the 1990’s the Forest Service struggled to reconcile the new emphasis by the
federal government on ecosystem management with its traditional goals (Williams,
2005). Under the supervision of the new chief, Jack Ward, a new ecosystem
management policy was adapted that focused on long term sustainability of ecosystems
instead of timber board feet (Williams, 2005). He felt that wood production would still
play an important role in the program but he wanted to focus on variables other than
production (Williams, 2005). This emphasis was changed again by Chief Mike Dombeck,
appointed in 1997, when he adopted the Natural Resource Agenda (Williams, 2005).
This agenda focused on four management areas (watershed health, sustainable forest
management, national forest roads and recreation) and set the protection of national
forests as the primary goal of management (Williams, 2005). Chief Dale Bosworth,
appointed in 2001, and the current Chief, Tom Tidwell, continued to focus on
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maintaining forest health through sustainable land management policies including
controlled burning (Williams, 2005; History & Culture, 2012).

Figure 33 – Fish population monitoring in Ouchita National
Forest (Williams, 2005)

Southern Appalachian Events 1974-Present
Like the national shift from timber management to ecological management the
same was seen in the southern region. The land acquisitions by the ARC were boosted
by the funds provided by the LWCF and the purchases in the region were expanded
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). By 1978 the ARC had spent more than $3.5 billion dollars
to improve the economic development of the region (Mastran & Manager, 2009). Even
through there were success stories, the program was criticized for mishandling funds. It
was felt that the areas that needed the most support did not receive adequate funds and
instead the support went to areas that were already urbanized (Mastran & Manager,
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2009). Despite the controversy the improvement in the poverty level of the region and
the reduction of the outmigration rate were positive results (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
The National Forest Reservation Commission was dissolved in 1976 and the
National Forest Management Act transferred the authority to approve small routine land
purchases to the Secretary of Agriculture (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The act also
repealed timber harvesting restrictions declared in the Organic Act from 1897 and set
specific requirements for management planning, which allowed for clear cutting of
national forests when it was determined optimal and within environmental constraints
(Mastran & Manager, 2009). The new integrated planning program shifted concern to
wildlife and watershed protection and required changes for harvesting practices in order
to maintain minimal environmental impact (Mastran & Manager, 2009). These new rules
and resulting litigations caused timber harvesting delays in the region and resulted in an
all-time low 10 year harvesting rate of $0.18 per acre (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
A 57 mile portion of the Chattooga River was declared part of the Wild and
Scenic River System in 1974 and land acquisition began to establish the protective river
corridor (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The designation was not without controversy
because the new restrictive policy surrounding the river resulted in removal of homes,
campgrounds and trails (Mastran & Manager, 2009) (Figure 34). There were many
articles that appeared in local newspapers and fires were started in protest. Amendments
to the National Trails Systems Act in 1978 improved the land acquisition process and
provided additional purchase funds (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The amendments
allowed the continued acquisition of lands around the Appalachian Trail and by 1981 all
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but 14 miles of the trail located in the Southern mountains had been acquired by purchase
or condemnation (Mastran & Manager, 2009).

Figure 34 – Sign posted by locals in protest of expanded wilderness
areas in North Georgia late 1970’s (Mastran & Manager, 2009)

The recreational development boom of the 1960’s and 1970’s began to slow in the
1980’s but second home development increased (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The land
value increased so much that many land owners found it difficult to pay taxes and the
farming lifestyle became almost impossible (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The
recreational home development boom in the Southern region was thought to be
responsible for increased environmental degradation and led to problems with erosion,
water supply and sewage (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The boom also led to problems
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with the local population because of the new restrictions placed on land where they had
traditionally hunted, fished and gathered wood (Mastran & Manager, 2009).
The reaction to land restriction was never as strong as it was to the expansion of
wilderness areas. The Eastern Wilderness Act of 1975 established 16 national forests in
the east with five located in the Southern Appalachians (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The
Wilderness Act and the Roadless Area Review and Evaluation (RARE) were opposed by
the local residents. They were unhappy with several conditions including logging bans,
motorized vehicle restrictions, threats to private holding and the infringement of private
citizen by the government (Mastran & Manager, 2009). The perception that the federal
government used their policies to restrict private land owners from accessing land that
they had accessed their entire life is still a problem today.
To summarize, over the past 100 years the management strategies of the national
forests have undergone substantial change (Williams, 2005). In the 1890’s approval and
funding from Presidential and congressional actions, such as the Forest Reserve Act and
the National Forest Commission, allowed for preservation of these protected lands
(Williams, 2005). During the first part of the 20th century it became important to protect
these established national forests from fire and other abuses by passing the Weeks Act,
the Clarke-McNary Act, and the McSweeney-McNary Act (Williams, 2005). During the
Great Depression these forests were needed to supply jobs for the people as provided by
the CCC and WPA programs. They supplied timber for the war effort during WWI and
WWII as provided by the Timber Production War Projects, the Sustained-Yield Forest
Management Act and the Shelton Cooperative Sustained-Yield Unit agreement
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(Williams, 2005). Between 1946 and 1969 the emphasis centered around multiple uses
of healthy national forests as provided by the Forest Pest Control Act, the Multiple UseSustained Yield Act, and the Wilderness and Wild and Scenic Rivers Acts (Williams,
2005). The expansion of the environmental protection movement in the 70’s surrounded
the National Forest with controversy which still continues today. Legislation such as the
National Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act and the Roadless Area
Review and Evaluation caused changes in FS management practices. The establishment
of national forests in the Southern Appalachian region was seen as an usurpation of local
culture and tradition. National and regional concern over policies of clear cutting,
limited use, roadless areas and conservation are still relevant and were freely expressed
during personal interviews and previously published interviews (Wigginton, 1977; Green
& Best, 2011; McKay, Turpen). Regardless of personal opinions about management
policies the impact on the land cannot be denied and will be apparent in the historical
imagery.
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CHAPTER FIVE
GIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Georeferencing and Processing
Georeferencing of the 279 images from 1938 proved to be a very tedious task.
Many of the images do not contain any land features other than forest so the ground
control points used ridge lines. The entire study area is currently being georectified by
GIS students at Gainesville State College but could not be completed before this project
ended. The size and number of the study areas also needed to be reduced due to data
limitation and the processing time required for the segmentation process.
Orthorectification
The 1938 apple orchard image was the only image that was subjected to the
orthorectification process. During the process a significant distortion occurred while
attempting to correct the geometry errors. The process caused so much distortion in the
land cover features that they would not be classified accurately during the segmentation
process (Figure 35). No other images were subjected to the orthorectification process.

Before

After

Figure 35 – Distortion from the Orthorectification process
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Standard Classification
The standard classification processes involves the sorting of pixels into a finite
number of categories based on data file values whether it be an automatic process during
the Unsupervised classification or user directed during the Supervised classification. The
classification process depends on the deriving of statistics from the pixel spectral
characteristics and then the pixels are sorted based on mathematical criteria (ERDAS
Field Guide, 2010). Since much of the imagery used during this project was grayscale
images the spectral information was limited to varying shades of gray. Because of this
limiting grayscale it was found that many of the land cover features within the 1938 apple
orchard image shared the same shade of gray. This sharing limited the ability to separate
and correctly classify the land cover features. During the Unsupervised classification
using 30 classes the desired land classes could not be separated from each other, which
caused land cover feature data to be lost (Figure 36). Even though the supervised
classification is user driven and the pixel sorting can be controlled by a custom signature
file the resulting classification had the same problems as the unsupervised classification
(Figure 37).

It was decided that the OBIA would produce the most accurate results.
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Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA)
Using this object based method of grouping image objects, a standard rule set was
developed and proved to be quite successful in analyzing 23 of the 29 images collected
(Figure A-1). There were, of course, limitations to this process similar to the problems
that arose with standard classification methods. The ideal segmentation is always a
compromise between a good separation of land cover classes and a reduced number of
the resulting objects (Gennaretti et al., 2011) (Figure 38). The size of the segmented
objects needed to be smaller in the images with the lowest resolution in order to keep
land cover class confusion to a minimum (Gennaretti et al., 2011). The development of
an absolute standard rule set could not be accomplished with this data set due to the lack
of contrast and brightness equalization. Even the images that were black and white or
grayscale still needed adjustments in the set parameters to compensate for the degradation
and inconsistency in hue due to age and neglect. The advantage to the OBIA
segmentation is that the rule sets could easily be customized for each image unlike the
classification process in the ERDAS Imagine 2010 process. The eCognition Developer
8.7 software also provides the option for manual classification in order to remove
unavoidable errors that occur during the classification process. The use of this tool was
kept to a minimum to keep the process as automatic as possible. Once the segmentation
and classification was completed the creation of land cover maps in ArcMap 10.0 was
very straight forward procedure (Figures 39-61)
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Figure 38 – Segmentation using standard rule set

The specialized rule sets for the 1938 and 1948 apple orchard images were very
challenging but proved to be reasonably accurate (Figure A-2 & Figure A-3). The
manual estimate of the number of total apple trees in the 1938 image was 13,689 trees.
The OBIA segmentation of the same image provided an estimate of 13,243 apple trees
(Figure 62). The segmentation of the 1948 image proved to be an exercise on whether an
image could be successfully divided into two separate parts that could be segmented
simultaneously in order to achieve the most successful classification. The segmentation
and classification algorithms were relatively successful in identifying the apple trees still
growing in the back half of the site (Figure 63). This classification is based on the
assumption that the trees that are dark and have rounded crowns in this section are apple
trees and not pines. This assumption is based on the overlaying of the 1938 and 1948
images that show that many of these trees line up with the apple trees found in the
orchard in 1938.
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The segmentation of the 2010 orthoimagery for all of the sites proved to be the
least complicated using the created specialized rule set (Figure A-4). The ability to
manipulate the display of these images utilizing multiple bands allowed the contrast
between land cover features to be exaggerated, which allowed the classification process
to be based on maximum difference instead of just brightness and produced more
accurate results with the final classification (Figures 64-67).
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Field Validation
The field visits proved to be successful in verifying the provided timber
descriptions (species and age) and timber sale information from the FS. Even though the
timber description data was over 15 years old the dominant tree species were still visible.
The timber sale information was also easily confirmed by the very apparent
planting pattern found at each site visited (Figure 68). When a site was cut and burned
the trees in the affected area were very uniform in size whether they were planted or
naturally regenerated.

Figure 68 – Planting pattern at Timber Managed site
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Land use change analysis
Since the Land use change analysis in the ERDAS Imagine 2010 software is
based on the evaluation of bright and dark areas, the difference with the image
characteristics and spatial mismatching between the evaluated images greatly affect the
accuracy of the process (Gennaretti et al., 2011; Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998).
Because this analysis does not differentiate between types of change or perform any
processing to eliminate false positives that can occur from data problems such as
misregistration, clouds or radiometric difference this type of analysis is not very accurate
with grayscale images that cannot be radiometrically corrected. It was found that
increasing discrepancies in brightness values between compared images led to increasing
inaccuracies in the land change analysis. In the Change layers presented in the
discussions following the Decrease class represents the areas of negative or darker
change greater than the change threshold and the Increase class represents areas of
positive or brighter change that are greater than the change threshold. The Some Decrease
and Some Increase classes represent intermediate values between No Change and
Increase or Decrease.
South Carolina Site
The 1938 leaf on to the 1951 leaf off land change analysis of the South Carolina
site showed the highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 95.61% (Figure
69). Since this was a leaf on (hardwood trees with leaves) image comparison to a leaf off
(hardwood trees without leaves) image there should have been a decrease in land cover.
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Because this site was under FS ownership during this time frame it would be expected
that there would not be a decrease in land cover but no details are available pertaining to
specific management policies for this site. The difference in brightness values between
the images are believed to have caused this analysis discrepancy.
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The 1951 leaf off to the 1954 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 53.06% (Figure 70). This result is
not considered reasonable due to the comparison of a leaf off image to leaf on image.
Close inspection of the results shows that areas that are obviously vegetation are being
classified as a decrease. Because this site was under FS ownership during this time frame
it would be expected that there would not be a decrease in land cover but no details are
available pertaining to specific management policies for this site. Similar to the previous
analyses, the differences in brightness values appear to be causing a discrepancy in this
comparison.
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The 1954 leaf on to the 1965 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 90.99% (Figure 71). This result
does not seem reasonable when visually inspecting the images. Because this site was
under FS ownership during this time frame it would be expected that there would not be a
decrease in land cover but no details are available pertaining to specific management
policies for this site. It is believed that the differences in brightness values are again
causing an analysis discrepancy.
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The 1965 leaf on to the 1974 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 61% (Figure 72). This result is
considered reasonable when comparing leaf on images. Because this site was under FS
ownership during this time frame it would be expected that there would not be a decrease
in land cover but no details are available pertaining to specific management policies for
this site. When closely inspecting results it is seen that areas that are bright in the 1965
are automatically being classified as a decrease when there is no visual evidence to
support that classification.
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The 1974 leaf on to the 1983 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 97.19% (Figure 73). This result is
reasonable when comparing leaf on images but the timber sale roads in the 1983 image
were not classified as a decrease in land cover. The ownership of this site has changed to
Georgia Power during this time frame. There should be a decrease in land cover due to
the timber sale and burning that occurred before 1980. The comparison of a black and
white image to an infrared image could have caused an analysis discrepancy.
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The 1983 leaf on to the 1991 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 93.76% (Figure 74). This result is
considered reasonable due to the comparison of a leaf on to a leaf off image. When
inspecting the results it is seen that areas of bare earth are being classified as a mix of
increase and decrease instead of the correct classification of decrease. Since Georgia
Power did not conduct timber sales during this time an increase in land cover is expected.
It is believed that the differences in the brightness values of these images are causing the
analysis discrepancy.
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The 1991 leaf off to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 88.55% (Figure 75). This result
could be considered reasonable due to the comparison of leaf off images as various
conditions could cause a decrease in land cover. When inspecting the results it is seen
that areas of obvious vegetation in the 2010 image are being classified as a decrease and
visible inspection of the images does not support the overall classification of some
decrease. Since Georgia Power did not conduct timber sales during this time an increase
in land cover is expected. It is believed that again the differences in the brightness values
of these images are causing the analysis discrepancy.
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The 1938 leaf on to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Decrease class at 56.33% (Figure 76). This result is
considered reasonable since the comparison of a leaf on image to a leaf off image should
result in a decrease in land cover. When this classification is closely reviewed it reveals
that the areas that are bare in the 2010 image are being classified as an increase. Since
Georgia Power did not conduct timber sales during this time an increase in land cover is
expected. As mentioned previously the differences in the brightness values have caused
the analysis discrepancy.
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Visual inspection of the 2010 image compared to the images that provide visual
evidence of the timber sale that occurred in the late 1970’s show that the seeding
technique utilized by Georgia Power Company was not very successful (refer back to
Figure 66). Direct seeding with a helicopter did not provide the density of trees that the
planting completed by the FS at the timber managed site did. These unsuccessful results
were confirmed during the interview with Wayne Stephens because the field visit could
not be completed due to previously mentioned conditions (Stephens personal interview).
Overall the results of the land change analysis show that the differences in
brightness and contrast between the images caused misclassification of features even
when the overall change result was correct.
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Wilderness Area Site
The 1938 leaf on to the 1955 leaf off land change analysis of the Wilderness site
showed the highest change occurred in the Decrease class at 41.62% (Figure 77). Since
this was a leaf on image comparison to a leaf off image there should be a decrease in land
cover. When closely inspecting the result the areas that are bright due to leaf off are
being classified as an increase when they should be a decrease. Since this site is owned
by the FS and during this time should have been managed for timber production there
should be an increase in land cover. Here again the brightness values in the images are
causing this analysis discrepancy.
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The 1955 leaf off to the 1965 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 60.56% (Figure 78). This result is
reasonable when comparing a leaf off to a leaf on image. Since this site is owned by the
FS and during this time should have been managed for timber production there should be
an increase in land cover. When closely inspecting the results areas that are obviously
vegetation are being classified as decrease. The brightness values are still causing a
discrepancy in the analysis.
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The 1965 leaf on to the 1976 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 83.90% (Figure 79). This result is
not considered reasonable due to the comparison of a leaf on image to a leaf off image
should have resulted in a decrease in land cover. Since this site is owned by the FS and
during this time should have been managed for timber production there should be an
increase in land cover. The analysis discrepancy is due to the previous stated reasons.
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The 1976 leaf off to the 1983 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 90.08% (Figure 80). This result is
reasonable when the comparison is between a leaf off image and a leaf on image. Since
this site is owned by the FS and during this time should have been managed for timber
production there should be an increase in land cover. When closely inspecting the results
it is seen that areas that are bare earth in the 1983 image are being correctly classified as a
decrease in vegetation.
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The 1983 leaf on to the 1991 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 95.05% (Figure 81). This result is
reasonable due to the fact that vegetation would decrease form a leaf on image to a leaf
off image. Close inspection of this result did reveal that some areas that should be
classified as a decrease are being classified as an increase. Since this site is owned by the
FS and during this time has been designated as a Wilderness Area there should be an
increase in land cover. The brightness values again have caused this discrepancy.
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The 1991 leaf off to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 96% (Figure 82). This result is
not considered reasonable after close inspection of the results. Since this site is owned by
the FS and during this time has been designated as a Wilderness Area there should be an
increase in land cover. There are areas of obvious vegetation being classified with a
decrease value. The analysis discrepancy is being caused by the difference in brightness
values again.
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The 1938 leaf on to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Decrease class at 82.44% (Figure 83). This result is
considered unreasonable due to the comparison of a leaf on image to a leaf off image
should result in a decrease in land cover. It would be appropriate to expect an increase in
vegetation in a wilderness area that is managed for protection of natural resources. When
this classification is closely reviewed it reveals that the areas of vegetation are being
classified as a decrease as in the previous analysis. As mentioned previously the
differences in the brightness values have caused the analysis discrepancy.
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Visual inspection of the 2010 image provides evidence of this site following the
guidelines of a wilderness area. These guidelines state that the site should be managed to
prevent human impact and protect the wilderness character of the selected area
(Wilderness.net, 2012). The site appears to have limited human impact and the
roads/trails that were apparent in the 1938 image have disappeared and no others are
visible. The forest has no evidence of timber sales and the forest that seemed sparse in
1938 is now a mature mixed hardwood forest.
Undifferentiated forest proved too great a challenge for the automated analysis of
these historical images. GIS techniques did help extract information from the aerial
photographs by highlighting the changes that occurred.
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Timber Managed Site
The 1938 leaf on to the 1954 leaf off land change analysis of the Timber
Managed site showed the highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 75.13%
(Figure 84). Since this was a leaf on image comparison to a leaf off image there should
have been a decrease in land cover especially in the timber sale area. The majority of this
site was owned by the FS during this time. Since most areas were managed for timber
production there would be an expected increase in land cover during this time frame. The
brightness of the 1938 image due to sunlight is believed to have caused this analysis
discrepancy.
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The 1954 leaf off to the 1972 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed
the highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 62.46% (Figure 85). This
result is more reasonable than the previous analysis and the land change in the timber sale
area was classified as Some Decrease. During this time the site becomes entirely owned
by the FS. Since this area is now being managed for timber production there would be an
expected increase in land cover during this time frame. It is believed that the similar
lighting conditions of these images allowed for a more accurate analysis. The automated
analysis utilized here shows promise for identifying areas that have been cut.
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The 1972 leaf off to the 1974 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 86.44% (Figure 86). This result is
not considered reasonable since the comparison of a leaf off image to a leaf on image that
should have resulted in an increase in land cover. Since this area is now being managed
for timber production and there was an undocumented timber sale during this time there
would be an expected decrease in land cover. It is believed that the differences in the
spectral characteristics of these images caused the analysis discrepancy.
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The 1974 leaf on to the 1983 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 99.63% (Figure 87). Since this
area is now being managed for timber production and there was an undocumented timber
sale during this time there would be an expected decrease in land cover. This result is
more reasonable than the previous analysis but the comparison of a black and white
image to an infrared image caused an analysis discrepancy.
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The 1983 leaf on to the 1993 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 98.82% (Figure 88). This result is
questionable due to the fact that the vegetation does not seen to be decreasing in the area
but the timber sale areas are showing a correct decrease in land cover. Since this area is
now being managed for timber production and the timber sale areas have been planted
there would be an expected increase in land cover. There is a false classification of the
bare earth areas of the image showing an increase in vegetation which is caused by the
difference in brightness values between the images. The comparison of a black and white
image to an infrared image caused an analysis discrepancy.
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The 1993 leaf on to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 63.10% (Figure 89). This result is
not considered reasonable since the timber sale areas in the 1993 image now have
vegetation in the 2010 image but are still being classified as a decrease in land cover. It
is believed that the differences in the brightness values of these images and the
comparison of a black and white image to a color image caused the analysis discrepancy.
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The 1938 leaf on to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 62.99% (Figure 90). This result is
considered reasonable due to the comparison of a leaf on image to a leaf off image should
result in a decrease in land cover. Since this area is still being managed for timber
production and there were no signs of further timbers since 1990 there would be an
expected increase in land cover. When this classification is closely reviewed it reveals
that the areas of vegetation are being classified as a decrease like the previous analysis.
As mentioned previously the differences in the brightness values have caused the analysis
discrepancy.
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The visual interpretation of the 2010 image compared to the timber sale layer
provided the greatest information about the success of timber sales on forest density.
When looking at the areas that were cut and then planted with pine, it is clear that the
pine trees are more densely populated compared to sites that were cut and not planted. It
should be noted that the timber sale areas (13 and 14) (refer to Figure 19) appear to be not
as effectively cut and planted. The area that was cut while under private ownership and
then cut again by the FS shows a decrease in pine population compared to the other
timber sale areas (refer to Figure 18).
Again the automated land change analysis method resulted in some
misclassification of land cover features. However, it did show promise by identifying
areas that have been cut even though there was no sale documented.
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Apple Orchard Site
The 1938 leaf on to the 1948 leaf off land change analysis of the Apple Orchard
site showed the highest change occurred in the Decrease class at 74.36% (Figure 91).
Since this was a leaf on image comparison to a leaf off image there should be a decrease
in land cover. Since this site was purchased by the FS in 1938 and then planted with
loblolly pines it is expected to see an increase in land cover. When closely inspecting the
result the areas that obviously show an increase in vegetation are being classified as a
decrease. Here again the brightness values in the images are causing this analysis
discrepancy.
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The 1948 leaf off to the 1954 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 87.06% (Figure 92). This result is
reasonable when comparing a leaf off to a leaf on image. Since this site is now owned by
the FS and is being managed for timber production it is expected to see an increase in
land cover. When closely inspecting the results, areas that are obviously vegetation are
being classified as decrease as seen in the previous analysis. The brightness values are
still causing a discrepancy in the analysis.
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The 1954 leaf on to the 1960 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 79.08% (Figure 93). This result
would traditionally be considered reasonable due to the comparison of a leaf on image to
a leaf off image but the image that was taken in November of 1960 was unexpectedly a
leaf on image, probably since the historical temperature data for this area showed that the
temperatures in late October and early November 1960 were around 75 degrees
Fahrenheit (Weather History, 2012). Since this site is owned by the FS and is being
managed for timber production it is expected to see an increase in land cover. The
decrease classification could not be verified when visually inspecting the images. The
analysis discrepancy is due to the previous stated reasons.
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The 1960 leaf on to the 1965 leaf on land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 76.94% (Figure 94). Since this
site is now owned by the FS and is being managed for timber production it is expected to
see an increase in land cover. This result is not reasonable when visually inspecting the
images. Here again the difference in brightness values are causing the analysis
discrepancy.
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The 1965 leaf on to the 1991 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Increase class at 91.65% (Figure 95). Since this site
is now owned by the FS and is being managed for timber production it is expected to see
an increase in land cover. This result is not reasonable due to the fact that vegetation
would decrease form a leaf on image to a leaf off image. The brightness values again
have caused this discrepancy.
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The 1991 leaf off to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Some Decrease class at 96.94% (Figure 96). This result is
not considered reasonable after close inspection of the results. Since this site is now
owned by the FS and is being managed for timber production it is expected to see an
increase in land cover. There are areas of obvious vegetation being classified with a
decrease value. The analysis discrepancy is being caused by the difference in brightness
values again.
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The 1938 leaf on to the 2010 leaf off land change analysis of this site showed the
highest change occurred in the Increase class at 71.61% (Figure 97). This result is
considered reasonable due to the comparison of a leaf on image to a leaf off image should
result in a decrease in land cover. Since this site is now owned by the FS and is being
managed for timber production it is expected to see an increase in land cover. This is a
very reasonable classification when considering the site was an apple orchard in 1938 and
now it is completely forested.
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When comparing the 1938 image to the 2010 image the planting done on this site
has produced a very diverse group of tree species. When visiting this site the areas that
were planted along the front half of the site still retain the row pattern but are now
intermixed with many smaller hardwood tree species. According to Patrick Hopton the
planting was completed on this site to be used for timber production but there were no
visible signs of a timber sale found on any of the collected images (Hopton, Patrick
"Tract R-216 Information").
Here again, this set of historical images proved to be too challenging for the
automated land change analysis except for the 1938 to 2010 analysis. However, black and
white imagery shows the potential for use in identifying major land cover changes, which
could be the most interesting to scientists studying land cover change.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
It can be easily seen that historical aerial images are the only data source that can
be used for long term GIS land cover analysis for the first half of the 20th century
(Kadmon & Harari-Kremer, 1998). Understanding these changes will lead to better
management of landscapes and streamline the development of regional planning (Zomeni
et al., 2008). GIS methods provide a way to archive large data sets for use in modeling
land cover analysis. As GIS technologies evolve the analysis of this type of data should
become more efficient and accurate.
The OBIA method provided many advantages over traditional pixel based
classification methods. The pixel based methods of classification (neither Unsupervised
nor Supervised) with the ERDAS Imagine 2012 software was not able to effectively
extract the desired land cover features. The eCognition Developer 8.7 software can
perform core functions of image segmentation and the creation of spatial units
(eCognition Developer, 2012). Classifications can be performed by using a combination
of customizable segmentation algorithms with rule based classification procedures
(eCognition Developer, 2012). Both the standardized rule set and specialized rule sets,
as created, provided efficient segmentation, classification and creation of land cover
maps for a large dataset of 29 diverse images. Without radiometric correction, the low
spatial resolution and monochrome grayscale of the black and white images limited the
accuracy of the land change analysis (Gennaretti et al., 2011). There must be
improvement in this analysis method to allow for accurate assessment of land change in
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these types of imagery. For example, techniques for standardizing brightness and
contract are necessary for minimally documented imagery before change analysis will be
useful. Future research projects could look into methods for manual adjustment of
contrast or brightness that could reduce the differences between images. Another option
could attempt to use the OBIA created land cover shapefiles to determine the amount of
land cover change. Other goals could be the completion of an integrated geographic and
historical information system for the web, since public access to historical documents that
show the implications of land cover change would provide significant information.
Newer technology is available that can improve the accuracy of land cover
analysis. Lidar data can be imported into many programs and provides easy creation of
Digital Surface Models (DSM) and Normalized Digital Surface Models (NDSM). When
using these data in a program such as eCognition Developer 8.7, classification of land
cover features can be made easier because features can be eliminated or highlighted
based on height. An addition to ERDAS Imagine software is the DeltaCue add-on, which
highlights the differences between images by allowing the user to specify what changes
are of interest by setting change thresholds (IMAGINE DeltaCue User’s Guide, 2012).
The addition of spatial and spectral filtering also provides the ability to filter out
insignificant changes (IMAGINE DeltaCue User’s Guide, 2012). As GIS analysis
technology continues to develop, these advancements should not only focus on newer
cutting-edge data sources but also these historical data sources. It is necessary to search
for methods to extract more information from these historical images.
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The diverse data set of historical images used in this research highlighted the
effectiveness of FS management policies. The Apple Orchard site was to be managed for
timber production but no timber sale occurred. The Wilderness site appears to be free of
human impact as was planned. The Timber Managed site shows areas of increased pine
tree density where planting occurred after timber sales. The South Carolina site as
managed by Georgia Power with a minimal intervention policy shows the effects of poor
reforestation methods.
In order to fully understand how these study areas changed over time it was
necessary to combine GIS analysis with information from additional sources such as
personal interviews and historical documents. These additional sources provided
historical land condition information that was not recorded elsewhere. This was
highlighted by what was learned with the Apple Orchard site using historical acquisition
documents and personal interviews. Also for the Timber Managed site the combination
of historical information and GIS analysis provided insight into the effects of timber
sales. This means fully understanding landscape changes requires that GIS analysis be
integrated with historical analysis.
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Appendix A
OBIA rule sets
Classes:
BackGround
Bare Earth
Evergreen_Temp
Trees_Temp
Process: Main:
Redo
\\ delete image object level
delete image object level: delete 'Level I'
\\ remove classification
remove classification: at Level I: remove classification
Segmentation
\\ Quadtree
quadtree based segmentation: quadtree: 80 creating 'Level I'
\\ Multiresolution Segmentation
multiresolution segmentation: 30 [shape:0.2 compct.:0.5] creating 'Level I'
\\ spectral difference segmentation
spectral difference segmentation: at Level I: spectral difference 11
Classification
classification: with Brightness = 255 at Level I: BackGround
classification: unclassified with Brightness <= 254 at Level I: Trees_Temp
classification: Trees_Temp with Brightness >= 187.5 and Brightness <= 250 at Level I:
Bare Earth
classification: Trees_Temp with Brightness >= 70 and Brightness <= 140 at Level I:
Evergreen_Temp
Clean-Up
remove objects: Trees_Temp with Area = 15151 Pxl at Level I: remove objects into
Evergreen_Temp (merge by shape)
merge region: Trees_Temp at Level I: merge region
remove objects: Trees_Temp with Area >= 3800 Pxl and Area <= 5300 Pxl at Level I:
remove objects into Evergreen_Temp (merge by shape)
remove objects: Trees_Temp with Area >= 150 Pxl and Area <= 2200 Pxl at Level I:
remove objects into Evergreen_Temp (merge by shape)
Export
export vector layers: Evergreen_Temp at Level I: export object shapes to Evergreen
export vector layers: Trees_Temp at Level I: export object shapes to Trees_Temp
export vector layers: Bare Earth at Level I: e

Figure A-1 – Standard rule set
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Classes:
Trees
and (min)
Threshold: Shape index < 1.5
Threshold: Roundness < 0.65
Threshold: Brightness < 165
Process: Main:
do
delete image object level: delete 'New Level'
quadtree based segmentation: quadtree: 5 creating 'New Level'
multiresolution segmentation: 10 [shape:0.1 compct.:0.2] creating 'New
Level'
spectral difference segmentation: at New Level: spectral difference 2
classification: unclassified at New Level: Trees
merge region: Trees at New Level: merge region
Export
export vector layers: Trees at New Level: export obj
Figure A-2 – Specialized rule set for 1938 Apple Orchard image
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Classes:
Apple_trees_
BareEarth
Evergreen-Planted
Evergreen_Temp
Grass
Hardwood
HW-AP mix
Outside Project Area
Pine
Process: Main:
REDO
remove classification: at Level-Sub: remove classification
remove classification: at Level-Sub: remove classification
delete image object level: delete 'Level I'
delete image object level: delete 'Level-Sub'
Segmentation, Assign Class, Convert to Sub, Classification
chessboard segmentation: chess board: 999999 creating 'Level I'
Assign Class
assign class: with Id: HW-AP >= 0 at Level I: HW-AP mix
assign class: with Id: Pine >= 0 at Level I: Pine
Segmentation
quadtree based segmentation: quadtree: 45 creating 'Level-Sub'
multiresolution segmentation: 10 [shape:0.1 compct.:0.2] creating 'Level-Sub'
spectral difference segmentation: at Level I: spectral difference 2
Convert to sub
convert to sub-objects: HW-AP mix, Pine at Level I: convert to sub-objects
Classification
assign class: with Brightness >= 254.7 at Level I: Outside Project Area
assign class: Pine with Brightness <= 254 at Level I: Evergreen-Planted
assign class: Evergreen-Planted with Brightness >= 92 and Brightness <= 106 at Level
I: Hardwood
assign class: HW-AP mix with Brightness <= 98 and Brightness >= 25 at Level I:
Evergreen_Temp
assign class: Evergreen-Planted, HW-AP mix with Brightness >= 150 and Brightness
<= 215 at Level I: BareEarth
assign class: Evergreen_Temp with Area >= 5 Pxl and Area <= 35 Pxl at Level I:
Apple_trees_
assign class: Apple_trees_ with Roundness >= 0.5 at Level I: HW-AP mix
Clean-Up
morphology: 4x: Apple_trees_ at Level I: closing
morphology: 4x: HW-AP mix at Level I: closing
morphology: 4x: Evergreen_Temp at Level I: closing
Export
export vector layers: Apple_trees_ at Level I: export object shapes to Apple_Trees
export vector layers: BareEarth at Level I: export object shapes to Bare_Earth
export vector layers: Evergreen-Planted at Level I: export object shapes to Evergreen_Planted
export vector layers: Evergreen_Temp at Level I: export object shapes to Evergreen
export vector layers: Grass at Level I: export object shapes to Grass
export vector layers: Hardwood at Level I: export object shapes to Hardwood
export vector layers: HW-AP mix at Level I: export object shapes to HW_AP_Mix

Figure A-3 – Specialized rule set for 1948 Apple Orchard image
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Classes:
BackGround
Bare Earth
Evergreen_Temp
HWTrees_BareEarth
Process: Main:
Redo
\\ delete image object level
delete image object level: delete 'Level I'
\\ remove classification
remove classification: at Level I: remove classification
Segmentation
\\ Quadtree
quadtree based segmentation: quadtree: 100 creating 'Level I'
\\ Multiresolution Segmentation
multiresolution segmentation: 50 [shape:0.2 compct.:0.5] creating 'Level I'
\\ spectral difference segmentation
spectral difference segmentation: at Level I: spectral difference 1
Classification
classification: with Brightness = 255 at Level I: BackGround
classification: unclassified with Brightness >= 5 and Brightness <= 254 at
Level I: HWTrees_BareEarth
classification: HWTrees_BareEarth with Max. diff. >= 0.135 and Max. diff.
<= 0.19 at Level I: Bare Earth
classification: HWTrees_BareEarth with Max. diff. >= 0.5 and Max. diff. <=
1.3 at Level I: Evergreen_Temp
Clean-Up
merge region: Evergreen_Temp at Level I: merge region
remove objects: Evergreen_Temp with Area <= 2200 Pxl at Level I: remove
objects into HWTrees_BareEarth (merge by shape)
remove objects: HWTrees_BareEarth with Area >= 3800 Pxl and Area <=
5300 Pxl at Level I: remove objects into Evergreen_Temp (merge by shape)
remove objects: HWTrees_BareEarth with Area >= 150 Pxl and Area <= 2200
Pxl at Level I: remove objects into Evergreen_Temp (merge by shape)
Export
export vector layers: Evergreen_Temp at Level I: export object shapes to
Evergreen
export vector layers: HWTrees_BareEarth at Level I: export object shapes to
HWTrees_BareEarth
export vector layers: Bare Earth at Level I: export object shapes to Bare Earth

Figure A-4 – Specialized rule set for the 2010 images
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Appendix B
Photograph Information

Figure B-1 – Data Photograph Description
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Figure B-2 – Historical Photograph Sources
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